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V is ion

To make the province of KwaZulu-Natal the premier

investment destination and the leader in international trade.

Miss ion

• Develop export trade and investment opportunities;

• Provide professional and comprehensive services to investors,

exporters and traders;

• Support and facilitate export development and export trade;

• Brand and market investment opportunities; and

• Link investment opportunities to the development needs of KwaZulu-

Natal.
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The KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government is

committed to stimulating the growth of the local

economy, creating new and sustainable employment

opportunities and further promoting infrastructural

development, thus creating a better quality of life for

all our citizens and impacting positively on efforts to

reduce and, ultimately, eradicate poverty.

Importantly and as a direct consequence of provincial

government and private sector efforts to create greater

awareness of our province and its attributes, the

image of KwaZulu-Natal, both domestically and

internationally, is improving exponentially.

In our provincial business development entity, Trade

& Investment KwaZulu-Natal, we have an agency

with an enviable past track-record and the clear

capability of assisting significantly is this endeavour.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is responsible for

the robust promotion of our province as a preferred

investment destination and the professional facilitation

of trade and export opportunities for local business

enterprises.

In essence, this organisation's mandate is to create

and sustain an investment and business environment

to the benefit of investors, traders and, essentially,

the KwaZulu-Natal economy. We recognise and

acknowledge that this is no easy task. Global

competition for business and investment has always

been strong, intensifying significantly in recent months

in the face of the world-wide economic downturn

wrought by widespread financial turmoil.

Against this backdrop and attendant difficult trading

conditions, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal

resolved to re-double its efforts to identify, develop

and package investment opportunities and to expand

its trade and export activities. Its promotional initiatives

and strategies have contributed enormously towards

successfully profiling our province on the world stage.

Such efforts are to be applauded and I can say, with

confidence, that in spite of the negativity surrounding

the macro trade and investment environment, Trade

& Investment KwaZulu-Natal continues to make vital

inroads, securing much-needed investment, facilitating

the retention and expansion of existing businesses

and actively promoting trade.

This is an organisation constantly evolving its business

strategies in line with the ever-changing global macro-

economic climate, working together for the greater

good of us all.

Michael Mabuyakhulu
MEC for Economic Development and Tourism

Foreword1
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Introduction

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is a South African

trade and investment promotion agency, established

to promote the province of KwaZulu-Natal as a leading

business investment destination and to facilitate trade

through the provision of assistance to local companies

seeking to access international markets.

The agency's primary role is to create and sustain an

investment environment to the benefit of the investors

and traders in the province.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal’s Board of Directors

comprises individuals possessing a diverse range of

skills and knowledge relevant to the promotion of trade

and investment and provides the organisation's

strategic direction, whilst it is headed by Chief Executive

Officer, Mr Zamo Gwala. A committed team of specialist

members of staff gave effect to such strategy, actively

addressing opportunities in the fields of investment

promotion, strategy, research, project management,

finance, marketing and human resources in a concerted

effort to drive the business of trade and investment in

KwaZulu-Natal.

The province of KwaZulu-Natal, situated on South

Africa's east coast, boasts the country's second biggest

economy, driven by a large manufacturing sector.

The province, with the country's highest export

propensity, the highest level of industrialisation,

unmatched natural resources, exceptional productive

capacity, advanced first-world infrastructure and coastal

location - with South Africa's two primary ports - has

emerged as a major hub of industrial development in

sub-Saharan Africa. Further strategic advantages

KwaZulu-Natal enjoys include a flourishing tourism

industry, an idyllic climate and a wonderful quality of life.

With such attributes, there is no doubt that KwaZulu-

Natal is well positioned as a leading international

business investment destination with the capability of

significantly increasing its share of the global market.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is committed to

the active promotion of the province's competitive

advantages. In so doing, the organisation sets out to

create a positive operating environment conducive

to effective business development and the attraction

of both international and local investors and traders

as a means of proactively growing the local economy

for the benefit of all the citizens of KwaZulu-Natal.

Objectives

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's business

objectives encompass:

Shareholder:
• Promoting and facilitating investment as a means

of increasing growth in Trade & Investment

Corporate Profile3
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KwaZulu-Natal's contribution to fixed investment
throughout the province.

Clients:
• Facilitating investor aftercare and retention;
• Packaging and facilitating large (> R50 million)

investment sector opportunities;
• Facilitating capacity-building, increasing the

number of export-ready traders in KwaZulu-Natal;
• Facilitating market development in order to

increase Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's
contribution to the value of exports; and

• Increasing awareness of Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal's services both locally and
internationally.

Internal Process:
• Advocating for the creation of an environment

conducive to trade and investment in KwaZulu-
Natal through government intervention, strategic
alliances and partnerships.

Organisation - Learning and Growth:
• Strengthening Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's

knowledge management capabilities to provide
an effective and efficient service;

• Attaining compliance with corporate governance
standards;

• Attaining compliance with WAIPA, MIGA and
UNCTAD best practice; and

• Developing highly motivated staff and enhancing
staff competencies in terms of delivering service
excellence in trade and investment services.

Key Activities

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal proactively

undertakes various key activities, all of which are

designed to give effect to the successful promotion

of business investment and trade development. These

activities include:

• The facilitation of joint ventures;

• The facilitation of business linkages between small

and big business;

• The timely provision of relevant and reliable

information to both potential and existing investors

and traders;

• Assistance to both existing and new investors

regarding applications for both investment and

export marketing incentives;

• Assistance to foreign investors in terms of

applications for business permits;

• Negotiation for local government incentives on

behalf of investors;

• The provision of project support and aftercare

services to investors;

• The provision of assistance to emerging

international traders;

• Assistance with international trade enquiries;

• Assistance to investors with regard to locating

suitable premises; and

• Assistance to investors in terms of securing project

and operational finance.
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Strategic partnerships were formed between Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal and various key stakeholders, which included an Iraqi delegation which
visited KwaZulu-Natal for investment promotion benchmarking purposes.

Strategic Partners

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal has developed
strategic partnerships with a number of like-minded
stakeholders as a means of synergistically furthering
the overall promotion of the province. This has resulted
in a number of positive collaborations on projects,
including both inbound and outbound missions,
events and promotional activities, all of which have
combined to leverage the expansion of its business
activities. Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's key
strategic partners include:
• Tourism KwaZulu-Natal;
• The various Chambers of Commerce and Industry

in KwaZulu-Natal;
• Various municipalities throughout KwaZulu-Natal;
• SmartXchange;
• KZN Tooling Initiative;

• KZNOnSource;
• Tradepoint South Africa Durban;
• Audit Firms;
• Mintek;
• LIFElab;
• Other Investment Promotion Agencies (National

and International);
• Banks;
• Development Agencies (District);
• Industrial Development Corporation;
• University of KwaZulu-Natal and other Tertiary

Institutions;
• Provincial and National Government Departments;
• The Ithala Development Finance Corporation

Limited; and
• The KZN Growth Fund.

3
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Chairperson's Statement4

Peter Staude
Chairperson

Introduction

KwaZulu-Natal is widely regarded and recognised as

an industrial hub of significance and, with South

Africa's two premier ports, the primary point of

business access to Africa and the world.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal, as an instrument

of the provincial government designed to transform

the province into a premier investment destination

and a leader in international trade, has been honed

to actively support and give effect to the Provincial

Growth and Development Strategy. The strategy sets

out to redress long-term economic inequalities and

promote sustainable development as a means of

eradicating poverty and creating employment

opportunities. It further provides the framework for

both public and private sector investment, highlighting

available opportunities and socio-economic

development priorities.

Through our integrated and supportive efforts in

promoting Foreign Direct Investment and international

trade opportunities, we are successfully laying a solid

foundation for the continued and accelerated

economic growth of the province.

The Challenge

The year under review will go down in history as

having been a particularly difficult one for Trade &

Investment KwaZulu-Natal.

The severe challenges in market and business

environments required a re-focus in the organisation's

strategy, with greater emphasis on the retention and

expansion of existing businesses. It was pleasing

that we met our 2008/09 investment targets under

these circumstances.

We also re-focused our export efforts on the

infiltration of African markets not hitherto targeted.

As an integral element of our destination marketing

activities, we executed a series of strategic

interventions designed to maintain widespread

awareness of and interest in KwaZulu-Natal as an

alternative investment destination.

In spite of the major difficulties experienced during

the 2008/09 financial year, we were able to build on

our track-record of successful Foreign Direct

Investment and establish export trade prospects for

local companies.

Board of Directors

The 2008/09 financial year saw the resignation

of our Chairperson, Mrs Precious Lugayeni. I take

th is  opportuni ty,  on behal f  of  my Board

colleagues, the Executive team and staff of Trade

& Investment KwaZulu-Natal, to thank Mrs

Lugayeni for her time and effort as a member of

our Board and, latterly, as Chairperson. We wish



her every success in the future.

Our Board members bring a combination of both

business sector and local government skills and

experience to bear on the strategic direction of

our organisation and its business objectives.

There is no doubt that members of the Board have

the strength, collective spirit and necessary business

acumen to lead our organisation to ever greater

heights as we strive to implement our provincial

government mandate and exceed delivery

expectations.

The Future

Looking to the future, our fundamental imperative

must be to identify, thoroughly examine and implement

strategies designed to present KwaZulu-Natal locally

and internationally as a most viable investment

destination and trade point.

Economic downturns are periods during which many

companies plan their next phase of expansion. It is

important that KwaZulu-Natal with its many business

and social advantages features prominently in these

planning processes.

The 2010 FIFA World Cup and the new airport are

fantastic opportunities for promoting KwaZulu-

Natal.

Appreciation

At the end of a financial year characterised by extreme

economic circumstances, one that necessitated

internal changes and the revisiting of our priorities,

I thank all concerned for their commitment to and

continued belief in the work of Trade & Investment

KwaZulu-Natal.

I, and my Board colleagues, are greatly appreciative

of the ongoing support displayed by the KwaZulu-

Natal Provincial Government and, especially, the

leadership provided by the former MEC for Finance

and Economic Development, Dr Zweli Mkhize.

His constant interest in and guidance of our

organisation was an inspiration.

We look forward to working closely with the new MEC

for Economic Development and Tourism, Mr Michael

Mabuyakhulu.

I would also like to pay tribute to my Board colleagues

for their unstinting dedication. Our task has been

made easier by the commitment, competence and

professionalism of Mr Zamo Gwala, our Chief

Executive Officer, and his team.

I thank them and every member of staff for their

continued efforts to advance the province, its economy

and its people.

4
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Conclusion

The world-wide economic recession has, for the time
being, clearly changed the investment landscape.
Every period has its opportunities. It is particularly
important against the background of the socio-
economic needs which exist in KwaZulu-Natal that
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal continues to
deliver against its mandate, ensuring that the province
takes its rightful place as a leading investment

destination with trade links throughout the international
business community.

Peter Staude
Chairperson
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Introduction

The 2008/09 financial year proved to be a

successful period for Trade & Investment KwaZulu-

Natal with the promotional work that it undertook

on behalf of the province with regard to both

Foreign Direct Investment and export trade

development. In spite of the negative influences

of the global economic recession Trade &

Investment KwaZulu-Natal, together with other

public and private entities, have reduced the

impact on the province specifically and the country

at large.

The global economic collapse unfortunately had

a negative impact on international investor

confidence which, in turn, affected our own

business performance during the review period.

Domestic investors, too, displayed a degree of

hesitation in terms of existing business expansion

and new investment in the light of soaring interest

and inflation rates, energy supply anxieties and an

outbreak of xenophobic-based attacks on people.

In view of the prevailing situation, our organisation

adopted a pragmatic approach, opting to closely

monitor the macro-economic environment globally

and to tailor our business activities in such a way

as to maximise available opportunities in our

ongoing drive to promote sustained economic

growth in KwaZulu-Natal.

2008/09 Business Performance

I am very pleased to report that in spite of particularly

trying economic circumstances and generally difficult

business conditions during the period under review, our

re-focused approach to the task at hand paid dividends.

Our organisation facilitated a total of six new

investment commitments during the 2008/09 financial

year, with a combined value of R961 million. The

value of investments achieved exceeded our 2008/09

target of R950 million.

Given the seriousness of both the domestic challenges

we faced and the global economic climate at the

time, I believe we have delivered a pleasingly positive

performance in the face of extreme adversity.

Committed projects involve the manufacture of Plastic

Hollow Fibre, Green Tea, Pulp and Paper, the

establishment of a call centre and other expansion

projects.

These committed projects created an estimated total

of some 1 172 new permanent employment

opportunities within the province, against a figure of

1 065 the previous year.

We proactively and very selectively embarked on a

series of road-shows, internationally and locally, which

were specifically designed to reassure investors and

prospective investors that KwaZulu-Natal remained

Chief Executive's Review5
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one of the best investment destinations in the world.

In addition, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal set
out to actively and aggressively promote the available
range of investment incentives developed and
implemented by the Department of Trade and Industry,
as a means of further promoting our region as an
investment destination of choice.

We also initiated a drive to encourage existing business
expansion and, in so doing, sought opportunities to
play a key role in softening the impact of the economic
crisis on our local economy through concerted efforts
to retain the business operations of existing investors.
Central to this strategy was an initiative geared to
identifying the needs, concerns and ideas of business
role-players in a number of key centres around
KwaZulu-Natal. Pleasingly, the basis for the framework
of our business retention and expansion efforts was
successfully work-shopped with a number of local
municipalities and was positively received.

With regard to our export development and promotion
activities, the 2008/09 financial year saw our
organisation focus on developing trade and export
opportunities further into the African market, inclusive
of undertaking fact-finding missions.

We also facilitated a series of capacity-building training
sessions as a means of empowering entrepreneurs
to become more effective in both export and trade
activities. Such sessions were held in centres
throughout KwaZulu-Natal.

Critically, we have been successful in facilitating
exports from KwaZulu-Natal, by local traders, most
of them SMMEs worth a combined total of R949 760,
while also playing a key role in intra-trade within
South Africa.

Lastly and as a mechanism to open doors to new
markets, we opened a Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal office in the heart of Gauteng. The operational
activities are aimed at promoting KwaZulu-Natal  as an
investment destination and creating export opportunities
for provincially-based companies, fostering strategic
relationships, attracting both foreign and domestic

investment, facilitating leads into projects and the co-
ordination of programmes of inward business delegations
to Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal in conjunction with the
relevant business units in KwaZulu-Natal.

The new office provided our organisation with an
immediate platform for the channelling of prospective
investors - local and foreign - to KwaZulu-Natal. Using
the foundation this office has already developed, we
plan to further build this platform into the future.

The Future

Tough economic times obviously lie ahead before the
world economy - and the South African economy
with it - begins to show significant improvement.

We recognise, therefore, that tough measures are
called for if we are to continue making positive inroads
towards economic growth and prosperity in KwaZulu-
Natal, particularly in the knowledge that our
competitors, both within South Africa and without,
will be intensifying their own efforts to secure all
available investments.

We are aware, too, that the FIFA World Cup, to be
staged in South Africa next year, will bring a range
of new business opportunities. We are adapting to
be ready to maximise any such opportunities which
may arise through this sporting spectacle for the
benefit of our province.

Accordingly, we are developing a set of strategies
designed to give us an extra edge in our aggressive
approach to actively marketing KwaZulu-Natal, and
implementing such activities as lobbying, policy
advocacy, business retention, awareness-creation
road-shows and relationship-building - all very
necessary elements in our promotional mix.

There is a need to redouble efforts in maintaining
organisational awareness. Accordingly, we will continue
building on very successful media and advertising
campaigns undertaken during the 2008/09 financial year
to ensure that our organisation and the services it provides
remains top-of-mind amongst our target audience and
stakeholders at large into the future. We also believe
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that this is an opportune time to intensify our aftercare
and business retention strategies to assist those
companies that have already invested in the province
of KwaZulu-Natal. The current economic crisis gives us
an opportunity to pursue new markets, especially in
Africa, the Middle and Far East and South America.

Our aim is clear… to source, convince and secure
ever larger slices of the Foreign Direct Investment
market, internationally and locally, while opening up
new channels for export trade, providing entrepreneurs
with the skills necessary to trade globally, while further
developing intra-trade and African trade initiatives.
We also want to ensure retention of those businesses
already invested in KwaZulu-Natal.

Appreciation

I take this opportunity to thank most sincerely the
Provincial Government of KwaZulu-Natal and former
MEC for Finance and Economic Development, Dr Zweli
Mkhize, for his leadership and active support of the
work of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal, particularly
in terms of vital linkages with international stakeholders.
We are looking forward to working with new MEC, Mr
Michael Mabuyakhulu, who was responsible for the
inception of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal.

I would also like to thank both our former and present
Chairpersons, Mrs Precious Lugayeni and Mr Peter
Staude respectively for their leadership of our Board
of Directors during the past financial year. Further, I
am grateful to the members of our Board for their
collective wisdom in giving our organisation effective
strategic direction in these trying times.

Lastly, I would like to express my grateful thanks to
all my colleagues, inclusive of Mr Jonathan Naidoo,
our former Chief Operations Officer, who left us at
the end of his contract. Our management team,
together with all our members of staff have once
again demonstrated their tenacity in terms of getting
the job done, no matter the odds and ensuring that
it becomes widely known that KwaZulu-Natal is
indeed a soft landing pad for business.

Conclusion

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal has a vital role to
play in the growth and development of this province.

This is a role that we, within the organisation, take
most seriously, recognising that we have an opportunity
to impact positively on the upliftment of the lives of
others through the products and services we provide.

Such responsibility weighs heavily, but it is a
responsibility we gladly shoulder because we have
within the ranks of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal
individuals committed to creating a better future for
us all in this province.

I give the assurance that we remain committed to
driving the business of trade and investment.

Zamo Gwala
Chief Executive Officer

5
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Redouble efforts in maintaining
organisational awareness.

Chief Executive's Review
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“Creating an estimated 1 172 new PERMANENT
EMPLOYMENT opportunities within the province,

against a figure of 1 065 the previous year”
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Source: UNCTAD, based

on FDI/TNC Database

(www.unctad.org/

folstatistics) and

UNCTAD’s own

estimates.

Note: The Shapes of V,

U and L scenarios are for

illustrative purposes only

and not based on any

statistical methods.

Global FDI inflows, 1990-2008, and three scenarios for the period 2009-2012
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Introduction

The 2008/09 financial year marked the end of a growth
cycle in global Foreign Direct Investment, with world-
wide flows down by more than 20%.

Given the effects of the global financial crisis, the
capacity of companies to invest was significantly
weakened by reduced access to financial resources,
both internally and externally, and their propensity to
invest was severely affected by collapsed growth
prospects and heightened risks. Developed countries,
being at the epicentre of the meltdown, suffered from
a one-third contraction in total Foreign Direct
Investment inflows in 2008/09.

Foreign Direct Investment

According to United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development's estimate, global Foreign Direct
Investment inflows fell by more than 20% in 2008/09
and are likely to decline still further. The negative
impact of the financial crisis and its economic
aftermath on Foreign Direct Investment flows is
expected to continue, at least in the short-term, and

a quick recovery is unlikely.

The global economic crisis is regarded as the most
severe for the world's economy since the crash which
sparked the Great Depression in 1929. It has stretched
well beyond the financial sector, seriously affecting
the real economy. Ample evidence of its negative
impacts on Foreign Direct Investment has been
observed. On the one hand, tighter credit conditions
and lower corporate profits have weakened the
capability of companies to finance overseas projects;
while on the other hand, the global economic
recession and a heightened appreciation of risk have
eroded business confidence and, therefore, the
propensity of companies to expand internationally.

Data for 2008 confirmed the significant dampening
impact of the crisis. According to an estimate recently
released by the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, global Foreign Direct Investment
inflows were expected to have declined by about
21% in 2008, to an estimated $1,4 trillion. (See Global
FDI Inflows table)

Overview of the Investment Environment6



6
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The sharp decline in global Foreign Direct Investment

in 2008 brought to an end a four-year growth cycle.

For policy-makers, major concerns to be faced include

how long the downturn will last and how deep it will

be. For the short to medium-term period 2010 to

2012, the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development proposes three scenarios, the probability

of which depends largely on a range of factors,

inclusive of - in particular - the evolution of the financial

crisis itself, the severity and duration of the global

recession and the efficiency and effectiveness of

policy responses.

Inflows to developed countries were the most
affected:

The decline in inflows was particularly significant in

countries such as Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy

and the United Kingdom. For the developed world

generally, the drop was about 33% compared against

the 2007 level.

In terms of the prospects for Foreign Direct Investment

inflows to developed countries, a few positive forces

remained intact. In particular, the financial crisis and

the tough economic period ahead may well create

good opportunities for companies to purchase bargain

assets. In addition, the various economic stimulation

programmes launched in many developed countries

could impact positively on Foreign Direct Investment

inflows. However, for the short-term, at least, the

negative impact of the ongoing crisis is likely to remain

dominant and a further decline in Foreign Direct

Investment inflows may be expected.

For developing economies, the worst is yet to
come:

According to a World Investment Prospects Survey

undertaken by the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development in 2008, four of the top five

investment destinations preferred by the world's

largest corporations were Brazil, the Russian

Federation, India and China (the so-called BRIC

economies). Interestingly, all these countries are

estimated to have experienced an increase in inward

Foreign Direct Investment during 2008. However,

difficulties and uncertainties in their economies

increased significantly after the sudden worsening of

the global financial crisis in September and October

2008. This eventuality, coupled with the reduced

availability of capital world-wide, led to a reversal of

the growth cycle of inflows to these economies by

the year's end.
Source: United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.

Global Trade Trends

According to the World Trade Organisation (WTO),

growth in world output and trade decelerated in 2007.

Weaker demand in the developed economies reduced

global economic growth to 3,4% from 3,7%, being

roughly the average rate recorded during the last

decade.

At about 7%, growth in developing regions was almost

three times the rate recorded in developed regions,

while the contribution of developing countries to

global output growth in 2007 exceeded 40%.

Domestic demand weakened sharply in the United

States of America, which effectively reduced the

external deficit and led to the weakest annual GDP

growth rate since 2002.

A further widening of the external surplus contributed

to more than half of Japan's 2,1% GDP growth rate

in 2007. Europe recorded GDP growth of 2,8% - a

somewhat better performance than both Japan and

the United States of America for the period.

The favourable investment climate maintained in

developing regions and the Commonwealth of

Independent States more than offset the adverse

effects of financial market turbulence, especially that

arising from the US sub-prime market crisis in the

second half of 2007.

Overview of the Investment Environment
(continued)
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Weaker demand in developed countries provided a
less favourable framework for the expansion of
international trade in 2007 than was the case in
preceding years. This downward trend outweighed
the higher import growth observed in Central and
South America, the Commonwealth of Independent
States, Africa and the Middle East. It is estimated
that developing countries, as a group, accounted for
more than a half of the increase in world merchandise
imports in 2007.

Among the leading traders, China's merchandise
trade expansion remained outstandingly strong in
2007, as lower export growth to the US and Japanese
markets was largely offset by higher export growth
to Europe and a boom in shipments to net oil-
exporting regions. In spite of a vigorous domestic
economy, weaker demand in some of China's major
export markets and a moderate real effective
appreciation of the Yuan, import growth continued

to lag behind export growth.

As world trade responds strongly to variations in
global economic activity, a stronger than projected
deceleration in world economic growth could well
cut trade growth much more sharply, to significantly
less than the predicted 4,5%.

Global Developments' Impact on South Africa

The South African economy recorded its first
contraction in 10 years in the final quarter of 2008
and was followed by the further contraction of
economic activity - at a considerably worse pace
than before - in the first quarter of 2009, confirming
that the domestic economy was in recession.

The further deterioration in the real output of South
Africa's most important trading partner countries
negatively affected export volumes during the first
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Overview of the Investment Environment
(continued)

quarter of 2009. In addition, domestic demand for
imported goods also declined, although not by as
much as the contraction in merchandise exports. As
a result, the deficit on the trade account of the balance

of payments widened once more to a level similar to
that recorded in the first quarter of 2008, when exports
were restrained by a shortage of electricity.

Volume of World Trade and South African Exports
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World export volume

South African export volume

1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 2002 2004 2006 2008

Source: IMF, 2008a, 2009a and South African Reserve Bank calculations

 IMF estimate, January 2009

The growth in world exports has outpaced the growth
in South African exports over time. By 2008 the
volume of world trade was five times as high as in
1980, but for South African export volumes only two-
and-a-half times. Of significance, however, is that
between 2000 and 2003 the slowdown in South
African export volume growth was much more severe

and pronounced than was the case for world export
volumes. This is of particular interest, given the recent
projections by both the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank, which indicate that the global
annual trade volume is likely to contract in 2009 for
the first time since1982.
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According to the South African Reserve Bank, the
institutional analysis shows that growth in real gross
fixed capital outlays (a proxy for both Foreign Direct
Investment and Domestic Investments) by private
business enterprises slowed to an annualised rate of
2,2% in the first quarter of 2009, compared with
average annual growth rates of 12,6% and 6,5% in
2007 and 2008 respectively.

KwaZulu-Natal

KwaZulu-Natal recorded an economic growth rate
of 5,2% during 2007 and followed a growth rate of
5,3% in 2006. In 2007, the largest industries in the

economy were the manufacturing industry (21,5%),
the finance, real-estate and business services industry
(17,0%) and the wholesale and retail trade, hotels
and restaurants industry (12,2%) in terms of their
contribution to GDP at market prices of KwaZulu-
Natal. The mining and quarrying industry made the
lowest contribution (1,6%) to GDP at market prices
of KwaZulu-Natal.

In 2007 Gauteng contributed 33,5% to the economy
of South Africa, followed by KwaZulu-Natal with
16,2% and the Western Cape with 14,5%. The
Northern Cape made the smallest contribution, at
2,2% to the economy of South Africa in 2008.

Gross Fixed Capital Formation (FDI and Domestic Investments in SA - Excluding Public Corporations)

Source: SARB May 2009
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Overview of the Investment Environment
(continued)

In spite of a significant drop in the manufacturing
output, KwaZulu-Natal continues to show its strength
when compared against other South African provinces.

The table below illustrates the percentage change of
South African exports, by province, in 2008 compared
against 2007.

Gross Domestic Product for the Region Contribution to the Economy of South Africa

Source: Stats SA February 2009
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Western Cape

Eastern Cape

North West

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

Free State

Northern Cape

Date 2007
R’million

282 839

58 928

47 987

31 621

29 543

6 738

6 999

2 157

7 380

2008
R’million

405 944

 74 917

 59 817

 44 355

 23 050

 13 221

 11 763

 2 903

 815

% Change

44%

27%

25%

40%

-22%

96%

68%

35%

-89%

Source: Quantec Research

South African Export Value by Province
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KwaZulu-Natal's top three export sub-sectors include
base metals, transport equipment and pulp and paper.
The high percentage of exports in the base metals
sector is as a result of the location of big companies,
such as Arcelor Mittal, BHP Billiton and Huletts
Aluminium. The transport equipment sector is driven
primarily by export volumes from Toyota and Bell
Equipment. The pulp and paper sector's exports are
due to the location of Mondi and Sappi in KwaZulu-
Natal.

Conclusion

In essence, global economic growth slowed
considerably in 2008. Against this background most
economists predict that the prospects for economic
growth and world trade volumes will continue to
disappoint. Given the strong inter-linkages between
the South African and the global economy, these
developments are likely to impact negatively on South
African fixed capital investments and export volumes.

Plastics and Rubber     2%

Textiles and Textile Articles     2%

Base Metals   29%

Vegetable Products     2%

Prepared Foodstuffs     3%

Wood     3%

Chemicals     5%

Machinery & Electrical Equipment     8%

Pulp and Paper   12%

Transport Equipment   24%

Minerals   10%

KwaZulu-Natal Top Export Products

Source: Stats SA May 2009



Amajuba

Zululand

uMkhanyakude

uMzinyathi

Uthukela

uMgungundlovu

Sisonke

eThekwini

Ilembe

Uthungulu

Ugu

Introduction

In line with its mandate of effectively promoting the
province of KwaZulu-Natal as an investment
destination, attracting Foreign Direct Investment and
stimulating trade from the province, Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal is structured into five
departments providing both core and support services.

Departments include:
• Investment Promotion;
• Export Development and Promotion;
• Knowledge Management;
• Marketing and Communications; and
• Human Resource Development.

Departmental Reports7
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Ilembe
• Blythedale Coastal Resort (2006/07)
• Hotel Izulu (2008/09)

uMzinyathi
• Ngome Game Reserve (2006/07)

Uthungulu
• Amatikulu Prawn Farm (2006/07)
• Rovoplast (2006/07)
• Port Dunford Beach Development (2007/08)

Amajuba
• Ncandu River Dam (2006/07)
• Nantong Sen Li Da Fibre (Pty) Ltd. (2008/09)

eThekwini
• Plastec/Uniphos (2006/07)
• Imvusa Shoes (2007/08)
• Safintra (phase 1 and 2) (2007/08)
• Project Leo (phase 1) (2007/08)
• Kotts Foods (phase 1) (2007/08)
• Mr Salad (phase 1) (2007/08)
• Oxygen Manufacturers (phase 1) (2007/08)
• Shu Powders (2007/08)
• KZN Pulp and Paper (2008/09)

uMgungundlovu
• Classique Stadium Seating (2006/07)

Uthukela
• Woodstock Dam Hotel Development

(2007/08)

Sisonke
• Sisonke Call Centre (2007/08)

Zululand
• Somkhanda Game Reserve (2007/08)

Ugu
• Inter Action Call Centre (2008/09)
• Ugu Sports Complex (2008/09)

uMkhanyakude
• Ntingwe Tea (2008/09)

Locations of Committed Projects for the Past Three Years



Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal actively promotes
investment opportunities which exist in KwaZulu-
Natal, targeting both domestic and international
investors. The organisation utilises the services of
three business units, Manufacturing, Services and
Resources to give effect to its investment promotional
activities.

7.1.1. Investments

The rash of Wall Street bankruptcies and government
bail-outs during the 2008/09 financial year had a
significantly negative effect on the world economy,
especially as the financial markets of the USA and
European Union have long been regarded as world
leaders. Such negative sentiment had a major impact
on the business of investment promotion and had a
direct affect on the organisation's overall performance
during the review period, although we were fortunate
to achieve our performance target.

The general wait-and-see attitude of potential
investors, coupled with other factors, such as slow
progress in some development funding agencies,
outstanding land claims and uncertainties regarding
power supplies had the effect of either delaying or
resulting in the cancellation of a number of projects.
In spite of these impediments, the organisation
remains confident about investment projects in the
pipeline.

Some major infrastructure development projects in
the region have been successfully implemented with
time-lines strictly adhered to. The R4 billion expansion
of the Port of Durban, in particular the widening of the
harbour mouth, was commissioned by Transnet in
2007, which sought to widen the entrance from 120
metres to 220 metres and deepen it from 12,8 metres
to 19 metres at its deepest point. This will allow larger
new generation container vessels (like the 9000TEU
Carrier) to safely navigate the entrance. This also caters
for larger bulk ships, including tankers and dry bulk
vessels. It is anticipated that cruise liners, such as the
Queen Mary 2, will easily be able to dock at the port.
This project is set to be completed by early 2010.

The R8 billion development of the new La Mercy

(King Shaka) Airport and the Dube TradePort in the
Ilembe District Municipal area is another example of
the investment commitment which has been spear-
headed by the determination of the government to
see the project to fruition. It is expected that the
Airport will be commissioned in May 2010, and
currently developments are ahead of schedule. This
Airport, will be able to easily accommodate the new
A380 Airbus, and will increase the passenger capacity
from the current 4,7 million to 7,5 million. The runway
and taxiway of 3,7 kilometres each have been
completed and the project management team was
boosted by Emirates Airlines SkyCargo's commitment
to having direct flights from Dubai to Durban from
the end of 2009.

In the uMhlathuze Municipality, Richards Bay Coal
Terminal (RBCT) is one of the largest export coal
terminals in the world and it continued with its plans
to expand and increase its capacity. RBCT with its
original capacity of 12 million tons per annum, has
grown into an advanced 24-hour operation with a
current design capacity of 76 million tons per annum.
The 260 hectare site currently boasts a quay 1,6
kilometres long with five berths and four ship loaders.
The R1,2 million expansion will increase the terminal's
capacity to 91 million tons per annum and is expected
to be concluded in the third quarter of 2009.

As a result of South Africa winning the bid to host
the FIFA 2010 World Cup™, Durban, one of the host
cities in which one of the semi-finals will be played,
constructed the R3,1 billion Moses Mabhida Stadium.
This stadium has been hailed as iconic with its design
creating a resounding silhouette over the Durban
skyline. The stadium's construction has also
maintained its time-line and is anticipated to be
completed in the latter part of 2009.

During the 2008/09 financial year Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal successfully facil itated the
commitment of six new investment projects, against
11 the previous financial year. The combined value
of these investments amounted to R961 million, while
a total of 1 172 new employment opportunities were
created. Critically and in spite of the economic
challenges faced world-wide, the organisation was
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Investment Promotion7.1



still able to exceed its investment value target of R950
million.

Committed projects included:

KZN Pulp and Paper - eThekwini Municipality
A R710 million Joint Venture investment with partners
that originate from India - though currently running
an operation in Swaziland and a local BEE partner,
will provide for a Kraft Pulp and Paper Mill which will
manufacture 40 000 tons of Kraft Paper from recycled
waste paper and pulp every year. Numerous grades
of paper are to be produced by the Kraft Plant, which
is to be located in the eThekwini Municipality area.
The enterprise, which will employ 400 people, will
realise valuable backward integration and provide
the market with additional products manufactured
within KwaZulu-Natal.

Inter Action Call Centre - Hibiscus Municipality
This R49 million project entails the establishment of
a call centre located on the Hibiscus Coast. Inter
Action is a Black Economic Empowerment company
and is geared to create the centre, providing a
maximum of 250 seats. The centre will provide for
250 new employment opportunities and will also
assist the municipality to better manage its customer
care services.

Ntingwe Tea - Nkandla Municipality
The aim of this R21 million project in the Nkandla
District is to produce a small quantity of green tea
under normal production conditions and to test the
acceptance of the tea on the domestic and
international markets. If successful, green tea
production could be increased. The project provides
for some 200 new jobs.

Hotel Izulu - Ilembe Municipality
A R15 million phase one expansion for Hotel Izulu -
a United Kingdom investment project - saw this
operation look to increasing its current capacity by
approximately 50%. Hotel Izulu, a five-star hotel
specialising in luxury all-suite accommodation, spa,
conferences and weddings, is located at Ballito in
the Ilembe municipal area. The hotel is targeting a
niche client base, providing personalised services for

exclusive tourists from, especially, Germany, France
and Russia. The project has created 82 permanent
and sustainable new jobs.

Nantong Sen Li Da Fibre (Pty) Ltd. - Newcastle
Municipality
This company invested in the manufacturing of plastic
fibres used in mattresses and toys. This operation's
products are initially earmarked for the domestic
market, with plans for the later export of its products
into other parts of Africa. Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal assisted with site identification, as well as the
facilitation of both potential customers and suppliers.

This R80 million investment originated from the
People's Republic of China, with the company's new
plant located in the Newcastle municipal area. Some
40 new jobs were created as a direct consequence
of the investment.

Ugu Sports Complex - Ugu District Municipality
This sports complex project, located in the Ugu
District Municipality's area is envisaged to be
developed within the footprint of the 2010 FIFA World
Cup™. Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal facilitated
the link with Portuguese investors, as well as general
facilitation and linkages. The first phase of this project
is valued at R87 million.

7.1.2. Trade and Investment Missions

Inbound and outbound trade missions are utilised by
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal as critically
important mechanisms for the active promotion of
the province as an investment destination of choice
and a leader in export trade opportunities.

Inbound Missions
The organisation facilitates inbound business missions
as a means of creating a platform for the targeting
of potential investors and linking them with potential
joint venture partners. Such missions also create
opportunities for the development of strong business
networks and linkages.

7.1
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Investment Promotion
(continued)
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Facilitated Inbound Missions for 2008/09:

Country and Date Key Outcomes

India
April 2008

Ethiopia
April 2008

Italy
April 2008

United Arab Emirates
April 2008

China
April 2008

India
April 2008

Italy
April 2008

Spain
May 2008

Sweden
May 2008

Brazil
May 2008

Australia
June 2008

USA
June 2008

Germany
June 2008

Australia
July 2008

Jindal Steel and Power Ltd looked at purchasing coal as well as a Joint Venture in
the acquisition of Coal Mines

Bele Real Estate Development representatives assessed tourism investment
opportunities in KwaZulu-Natal

Fantusi investigated the possibility of setting up a crane manufacturing facility in
Durban or Richards Bay

Ruwaad Holdings discussed the Emacambini Investment (North of Thukela River)
Development Project

Chinese Fuzhou looking at establishing a floor coating company in Pietermaritzburg

Delegation from TATA Motors looking at the possibility of establishing an assembly
plant in the KwaDukuza Municipal area

Looking at establishing a shoe manufacturing plant, as well as assessing the textiles
industry in Pietermaritzburg

Possible Joint Venture opportunities for alternate power supply and infrastructure
development

Possible construction, power generation and bio-fuel opportunities

Alcompac and IVA Agroindustrial undertook market research on the supply and
manufacture of agricultural equipment in Pietermaritzburg for planned operations into
Africa

Project Leo investigated the possibility of setting up a yeast manufacturing plant

The Pennsylvania Department of Economic Development, from the Great Lakes
Region, looked into power and energy generation opportunities

The German Chamber of Commerce and Industry reviewed two investment opportunities
that Germany is proposing for KwaZulu-Natal

Establishment of a yeast extraction plant to the value of R800 million - company
investment decision awaited
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Investment Promotion
(continued)

Country and Date Key Outcomes

Looking at the possibility of establishing a Joint Venture operation with tyre manufacturers
in KwaZulu-Natal (Ilembe Municipality)

Business delegation explored investment and trade opportunities in KwaZulu-Natal.
The programme was facilitated in conjunction with the Malaysian Trade and Minara
Chamber of Commerce

Follow-up visit by Jindal Steel and Power, interested in mining projects in KwaZulu-
Natal. Potential partners were identified and matched

India
August 2008

Malaysia
August 2008

Spain
August 2008

USA
August 2008

India
September 2008

Kanoria Chemicals is interested in establishing a plant in KwaZulu-Natal (Richards Bay).
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal hosted the company for three days and provided the
company with relevant data that would assist in making an investment decision

Demak Motors looking at the possibility of establishing a three and four-wheeler car
assembly plant in Durban

An assessment of existing KwaZulu-Natal investment opportunities and the development
of further links with potential Spanish investors

Delegation looked at assessing the KwaZulu-Natal investment climate in terms of
energy projects

Company interested in establishing a tile manufacturing plant in Pietermaritzburg. Joint
Venture partners were identified and progressed to negotiating the terms of the partnership

USA
July 2008

Malaysia
August 2008

India
August 2008

USA
August 2008

Business delegation explored several opportunities in KwaZulu-Natal, including a
potential Joint Venture between automotive companies in the USA and KwaZulu-
Natal, and another between a waste management company and an organic bio-
recovery company from Milwaukee

Czech Republic
September 2008

India (Swaziland
operational)
September 2008

India
September 2008

China - Shanghai
October 2008

USA
October 2008

Plant a Globe from the Czech Republic investigated setting up processing facilities
for mycoryzhea in KwaZulu-Natal (Cedara)

Sharma Group interested in establishing a paper plant in KwaZulu-Natal and progressed
to finalising its project with potential partners and funders

Vivek Avasthi (Motherson) looked at the establishment of a plastic injection moulding
and blow moulding facility in KwaZulu-Natal to supply Toyota

Political and business delegation signed a Memorandum of Understanding between
KwaZulu-Natal and Shanghai

Westlake School brought 18 young entrepreneurs to participate in the KwaZulu-Natal
Investment Summit
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Outbound Missions
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal facilitated or
participated in select outbound missions, showcasing
KwaZulu-Natal and its trade and investment attributes,
as well as exposing representatives of local enterprises
and their products to the international business
environment.

Mission to Czech Republic and the Russian
Federation
Former MEC for Finance and Economic Development,
Dr Zweli Mkhize, led 13 private sector companies on
a business mission to the Czech Republic and the
Russian Federation. During this mission the companies
explored opportunities in tourism, glass beads
manufacturing, furniture and textiles. A Memorandum
of Understanding was entered into between a KwaZulu-

Natal and a Russian Tour Operator. Other linkages
were created with the University in the Czech Republic
which created opportunities for textile students from
KwaZulu-Natal to study textile technology.

Mission to USA
Mayor Mnqayi of uMhlathuze Municipality led a
business delegation facilitated by Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal to Milwaukee in the USA.

This mission was to witness the signing of a sister
city agreement between the City of uMhlathuze
(Richards Bay) and the City of Milwaukee.

Eight business people participated, looking at
opportunities in maritime, engineering and the
construction sectors.

Country and Date Key Outcomes

Brazil
November 2008

Portugal, Spain, Czech
Republic and Austria
November 2008

Korea
December 2008

Russia
December 2008

Abu Dhabi
January 2009

South Korea
February 2009

China
February 2009

United Kingdom
March 2009

Hosted a Brazilian delegation, Silvapen International, focusing on ethanol production
and housing construction in Richards Bay/Ilembe

Four major retailers from Portugal, Spain, Czech Republic and Austria regarding the
importation of various products from KwaZulu-Natal

A Korean Embassy Delegation led by His Excellency Ambassador Han Soo Kim,
Ambassador of Korea to South Africa. Ambassador Kim and the former MEC, Dr
Zweli Mkhize, witnessed the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between
the Korean Trade and Investment Promotion Agency and Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal

Interest in power generation and linkages between St. Pietersburg and KwaZulu-Natal

Property development and tourism opportunities explored

Automotive industry fact-finding mission co-ordinated through the Department of
Trade and Industry and Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal

Fibre manufacturing opportunity earmarked for the Msunduzi Municipality

Interest shown ICT and BPO sectors
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Investment Promotion
(continued)

Country and Date Key Outcomes

Nigeria/Ghana
April 2008

China
April/May 2008

USA
April/May 2008

Czech Republic and
Russian Federation
May 2008

Tanzania
May 2008

Italy
May 2008

Portugal
June 2008

USA
June/July 2008

Six private sector KwaZulu-Natal companies joined a Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal-led delegation to engage in one-on-one business meetings. Export opportunities
for the automotive tool industries were achieved

KwaZulu-Natal Premier-led mission in support of China/South Africa's 10-year bi-
lateral celebrations

Signing of a sister city agreement between the City of uMhlathuze and the City of
Milwaukee business delegation and one-on-one meetings co-ordinated through Trade
& Investment KwaZulu-Natal, the Zululand Chamber and Department of Trade and
Industry's Chicago Office

Former MEC, Dr Zweli Mkhize-led mission. Possible exportation of wines from South
Africa for the Czech Republic. There are also possible furniture, medical equipment
and tourism opportunities in Russia

Agro-processing Matchmaking Forum co-ordinated by the European Union

Follow-ups on key leads for the establishment of a textile and footwear manufacturing
plant in KwaZulu-Natal

Presentations to potential investors and follow-ups on previous leads

Follow-ups on opportunities, including IT Tagging Technology for the Health
Department, solar power panel manufacturing, initiative with 100 Black Men of
Atlanta to host a business delegation from KwaZulu-Natal to Atlanta in 2009,
high school exchange programme between Westlake High School and KwaZulu-
Natal schools to be identified (possibly Future Leaders) and corporate Council
on Africa's - US/Africa Agribusiness and follow-up on Alternative Energy
Photovoltaic Plant

Spain
August 2008

Companies interested in infrastructure projects with the intention of partnering domestic
companies. Projects, such as Dube TradePort and regional airports supplied to the
company. Aloe projects also included

Mayor Barrett, Mayor of Milwaukee, and Mayor Mnqayi, Mayor of uMhlathuze, signed a sister
city agreement in Milwaukee, USA, which initiated the opening of many doors for KwaZulu-
Natal businesses.

Dr Zweli Mkhize presented, in Prague, Czech Republic, pertinent information on
economic developments in KwaZulu-Natal.
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Country and Date Key Outcomes

Sweden
August 2008

Finland
August 2008

DRC
August 2008

Germany
September 2008

China
October 2008

Malaysia
October 2008

China
November 2008

Mozambique
October 2008

Airport Hotel in the La Mercy region explored for Swedish company, docking
of cruise liner during 2010 FIFA World Cup and beyond explored, facilitating pulp
factory project looking to relocate to KwaZulu-Natal, companies interested in the
establishment of a call centre for disaster and rescue management and opportunities
involving Swedish companies to work on power generation and the use of waste to
be further explored

Companies interested in the development of infrastructure, skills, airline operations
and aloe processing. The Finnfund was supplied with a list of tourism projects requiring
funding

KwaZulu-Natal participation in a joint work-shop between South Africa and the DRC
concerning matters of economic development

South African participation at Automechanika Germany trade show, with a pavilion
manned by the Department of Trade and Industry. There were 10 exhibitors in the
South African Pavilion, of which three were from KwaZulu-Natal. Worked on the
continuous marketing of the KwaZulu-Natal automotive industry

Linkages with clothing and textile companies and participation in South African
exhibitions in Hong Kong, Beijing and Shanghai

Participation at the World Airline & Airports Exhibition and Conference, in partnership
with ACSA, Dube TradePort and Tourism KwaZulu-Natal

Participated, together with the Department of Minerals and Energy and the Department
of Trade and Industry, in the China Mining Conference and Expo, showcasing KwaZulu-
Natal's attributes and investment opportunities

Partnered with Tourism KwaZulu-Natal and the Premier's Office. Platform
created for communication and working relations between the Port of Durban
and the Port of Maputo. Also emphasising the offering of freight opportunities
to SMMEs

United Kingdom/
Germany
January 2009

Presentations to the Omega SA Investment Summit resulted in numerous positive
leads and enquiries, especially in the automotive and furniture manufacturing sectors

DRC
February 2009

A Memorandum of Co-operation was initiated with WAKA. WAKA will link DRC
businesses and provide projects in the DRC to suitable KwaZulu-Natal businesses

India
February/March 2009

International Engineering and Technology Exhibition. A Memorandum of Understanding
was signed between the project promoter and technology partner

United Kingdom
March 2009

Africa Outsourcing Symposium
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Investment Promotion
(continued)

“Greatly improved
communication
between businesses”

Country and Date Key Outcomes

France
March 2009

India
March 2009

Tourism and Real Estate Conference and Exhibition. Leads generated for developing
hotel in partnership with HPK Hotels

5th CII-Exim Bank Conclave (India-Africa partnership). Joint Venture for research on
bamboo and automotive and plastics manufacturing. A matching of SMEs in the
automotive sector
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7.1.3. Aftercare

Aftercare relates to a range of activities from post-

investment commitment where a range of

facilitation services are offered to new and existing

investors.

In addition, developmental support to encourage the

existing investors to re-invest in new projects or

through expanding their operation so as to achieve

greater local economic impact.

The United Nations Industrial Development

Organisation states that an effective aftercare strategy

will require inputs from many organisations in the

public sector over which the investment promotion

agency has no formal control or authority, so a

partnership approach, based on co-operation and

collaboration is essential.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal worked on a set

of initiatives which have been implemented, and these

are outlined below:

• Business Retention and Expansion (BR&E)

programme ( in Mtshezi  and Mpofana

Municipalities);

• A visitation programme for companies - visits to

companies in focused sectors;

• Focused sector networking sessions; and

• Municipal road shows presenting the organisation’s

services (and those offered by sister organisations,

such as the Department of Trade and Industry).

Business Retention and Expansion Programme
(BR&E)
International experience has shown that actions to
retain and promote the expansion of existing
businesses are a powerful means of creating jobs.
The organisation recognises and acknowledges this
and has accordingly developed a Business Retention
and Expansion Strategy, designed specifically to
achieve this goal.

The framework and material of the strategy was work-
shopped and implemented with the municipalities
which had agreed to work with Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal in rolling out the strategy within their
localities, these being Mtshezi and Mpofana.

This programme was conducted over a period of six
months with the involvement of identified
municipalities, business and community volunteers.
At the end of each programme, focused interventions
were identified which talked through the activities of
the business in the region, and areas of
competitiveness as well as specific subjects which
the municipality needed to address in order to create
a conducive environment for business to operate
within the region.

In Mooi River, the recent investment of Tai Yuen Textiles
immediately introduced a greater sense of business
confidence within the area, coming, as it did, on the
back of economic shockwaves caused when another
textile company, which had previously accounted for
the largest number of jobs in the region, closed its doors.



Conducting the Business Retention and Expansion
Programme in this area was critical in order to provide
the municipality and local businesses a mechanism
to review their current processes and to ensure that
they are not reliant on a single industry to be the major
creator of employment in the area. Pleasingly, this
Business Retention and Expansion Programme proved
to be the catalyst for encouraging industry to focus
on possible diversification and competitiveness options.

Visitation Programme for Companies
Visitation programmes have been developed in which
the Aftercare Officers targeted companies in prioritised
sectors. A toolkit consisting of a questionnaire (questions
about the business, its operations and challenges) as
well as a presentation outlining Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal’s services were used during the
engagement with the companies. A total of 51 companies
were visited of which 43 were assisted with a number of
challenges which they experienced. The balance were
assisted with access to incentive programmes, as well
as general facilitation.

Municipal Road Shows
In order to generate good leads from focused sectors,
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal hosted quarterly
networking sessions with industry players and relevant
stakeholders. This proved to be a good source of lead
development, in particular to those companies that were
interested in expanding their operations. The municipal

road shows had the same effect as they created an
avenue for Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal to develop
a good working relationship with the municipalities.

Business Permits
The Department of Trade and Industry as an organ of
State has been mandated to give recommendation
letters to the Department of Home Affairs in respect of
new and the renewal of business permits. In that respect,
the Department of Trade and Industry works collectively
with Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal to assist in the
due diligence of the applications for business permits.
In the year under review Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal assisted with approximately 170 new applications
for business permits.

Facilitated Linkages
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal promotes business
linkages as it inter-acts with various companies and
where areas of co-operation were identified amongst
companies and in which meetings were facilitated to
forge common working grounds. During the financial
year under review backward and forward integrations
were facilitated and the outcomes were as follows:
• SMME development;
• Creating market access;
• Access to credit or other financial support;
• Technological and managerial skills transfer; and
• Creating employment.

Facilitated Linkages
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7.1 Investment Promotion
(continued)

Company Names Outcomes

Sante Waters

Veolia Environmental
Services

Creating new opportunities and increasing their market access

Offered assistance with expansion plans. First phase involves locating suitable land
and thereafter assisting with incentives application

Stables Wine Estate Creating new opportunities and increasing their market access

KZN Essential Oils Requested assistance with market development in Africa

Ikusasalethu Trust Assistance with expansion plans

Unlimited World Transferring of seats to Inter Action

Unlimited World Transferring of seats to BPO International



7.1.4. Gauteng Presence

Following a proposal made by Trade & Investment

KwaZulu-Natal's management and supported by the

Board, a strategic decision for Trade & Investment

KwaZulu-Natal to expand its presence in Gauteng

was made, in light of the diplomatic communities

based there. This satellite office was mainly set up

to channel the influx of foreign delegations from

Gauteng into KwaZulu-Natal.

The operations and expansion of the Gauteng Office

included the following:

• Many of the embassies, trade offices, international

chambers of commerce and international business

organisations are based in Gauteng;

• Inbound foreign delegations which would

otherwise omit KwaZulu-Natal from their planned

itineraries are now able to be exposed to the

province's attributes within a planned facility;

• Key South African business decision-makers are

based in Gauteng;

• Most domestic investors are based in Gauteng;

and

• Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal will be

positioned closer to the Department of Foreign

Affairs, the Department of Trade and Industry and

other key public stakeholders.
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The launch of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal’s Gauteng satellite office has channelled an increased number of foreign delegations from Gauteng to KwaZulu-Natal.
Pictured at the launch are (from left): Mr Cobs Pillay, of the Department of Trade and Industry, Ms Anneline Berkema, of the Southern African Tourism Services Association,
Ms Donnée Kruger, Gauteng Office Manager, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal, Mr Kang, of Kotra, and Mr Neville Matjie, of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal.



Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's Export
Development and Promotion Department is
responsible for the active support of KwaZulu-Natal-
based traders and emergent traders, together with
the widespread endorsement of provincially-produced
products and services for the benefit of domestic
business enterprises. The organisation is in a position
to provide KwaZulu-Natal-based businesses with
access to invaluable capacity-building and market
development programmes, geared to further
empowering such enterprises to actively compete in
export markets around the world and to achieve
business growth.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal had developed
18 markets for KwaZulu-Natal products against
challenging market conditions. Consequently global
trade and financial flows were shrinking fast while
output and employment losses were mounting.
Although there are signs emerging that the downturn
may be in the process of bottoming out, uncertainties
about the future progression of the world economy
remain high.

The South African economy, which had already slipped
into a natural slowdown after a long business cycle

upswing, will not escape the global economic
recession and is already feeling the impact of the
financial/economic crisis. Foreign capital flows turned
sharply negative in October 2008 and the Rand
depreciated, equity prices on the JSE slumped in
sympathy with the major international stock
exchanges, exports declined sharply in January 2009
and the real GDP growth rate declined.

7.2.1 Capacity-Building Programmes

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is committed to
assisting local companies become export-ready,
providing the opportunities for skills training and
knowledge transfer necessary to competently operate
in the international business environment. The
organisation's capacity-building programmes for local
companies were, however, enhanced by way of a
number of seminars, mentoring and development
programmes. These programmes were held at various
localities in the province in order to ensure a wider
target market had access to and benefited from the
organisation’s capacity-building programmes. These
training interventions are illustrated below.

Export Development and Promotion7.2
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10 June 2008

11-20 June 2008

17-26
September 2008

Halaal Export Seminar - 32 attendees were exposed to the
various aspects of halaal food science and the necessary
knowledge in order to successfully trade in the vast foreign,
especially Middle-Eastern halaal market

The New Exporter and Beyond - 151 attendees were trained
in International-Market Research Techniques, Export &
Marketing Strategies, Product Knowledge, The Role of
SARS Customs and DTI in the export process

Administrative Compliance - 182 attendees were trained
in understanding the benefits and significance of using the
correct International Commercial Terminology, Export
Financing and methods of payment mechanism available
when conducting an export transaction

Date Training Programme Districts

Durban

Newcastle
Ladysmith
Pietermaritzburg
Durban
Richards Bay

Newcastle
Ladysmith
Pietermaritzburg
Durban
Richards Bay
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20-24 October
2008

8 December
2008

18-20 February
2009

16 March 2009

26 March 2009

Mentoring and Development Programmes - 13 companies
were visited by Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal in order
to assess business operations and products. The organisation
provided assistance in the completion of exporter code
registration forms and provided guidance on other business
interventions in order to improve efficiency of operations

Export Readiness Training for ICTE Companies - 17 companies
from the KwaZulu-Natal Information Communication
Technology and Electronics (ICTE) industry benefited from
Export Readiness Training specifically held for the ICTE
industry. This programme was conducted in collaboration
with the KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development

Welcome Aboard South Africa - 130 individuals benefited
from export readiness training which provided information
on the products and economic data of KwaZulu-Natal,
2010 prospects and investment hotspots, the international
trade cycle, enquiry processing, feasibility study, letter of
credit process and final negotiations relevant to the delivery
of goods to the eventual importer

Export Sales in Turbulent Times - 106 individuals attended
this training session which focused on trading in the present
difficult market conditions of the world's financial crisis.
The highlights of the training included positive feedback
from the audience and positive examples of people turning
disaster into opportunity were detailed and explained. The
attendance mix was very interesting (directors of multi-
nationals to self-employed persons) and this created an
interaction of an extremely high level. The training focused
on the global financial crisis, global opportunities during
the meltdown, company value propositions and
differentiators in global markets, selling offensively but
defensively

Coaching Trade Programme for SMMEs - 13 SMMEs
benefited from the Competitive Supplier Development
Programme which focused on a review of products,
manufacturing processes, product brochures and the like

Date Training Programme Districts

Newcastle
Ladysmith

Durban

Newcastle
Ladysmith
Pietermaritzburg
Durban
Richards Bay

Durban

Durban
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Export Development and Promotion
(continued)

7.2.2 Market Development Programmes

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal works to ensure
that local business enterprises are able and capable
of trading effectively both locally and internationally.
This is achieved by way of market development
programmes which present to potential new markets
the product range of traders. The organisation's market
development programmes have proved to be of specific

benefit to business enterprises which have a developed

range of products suitable for the export market. Trade

& Investment KwaZulu-Natal's market development

programmes for local companies were enhanced by

way of a number of trade and investment missions and

exhibitions which had resulted in 18 new markets being

developed by the organisation as illustrated below.

Successful Markets

Angola

Australia

Columbia

Democratic Republic of Congo

Durban

Eastern Cape

Egypt

Ghana

Gauteng

India

Madagascar

Malawi

Mauritius

Mozambique

Norway

Romania

United Kingdom

Zambia

Leisure Boats

Leisure Boats

Cooler Boxes

Arts, Crafts and Beaded Jewellery

Bottled Water

Clothing

Water Floating Devices

Automotive Tooling

Clothing

Arts and Crafts Baskets

Aluminium Foil

Plastic Piping

Beverages

Leisure Boats

Furniture

Leisure Boats

Arts and Crafts

Leisure Boats

Markets Products
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Exhibitions

22-25 May 2008

03-05 March 2008

18-21 March 2008

PlastPack Exhibition - Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal together with four
KwaZulu-Natal companies exhibited at the PlastPack Exhibition. Various leads
were generated and one company had successfully exported to Malawi

Gauteng Nepad Summit - Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal together with four
KwaZulu-Natal companies exhibited at the Gauteng Nepad Summit. The Mayor of
Emnambithi/Ladysmith, Cllr Dudu Mazibuko (also Deputy Chairperson of TIKZN) and
the CEO: Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ms Gugu Mazibuko were also
in attendance. Various intra-trade orders generated for KwaZulu-Natal participants

Automechanika Gauteng - Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal representing the
Province of KwaZulu-Natal, together with the Durban Automotive Cluster, Durban
Investment Promotion Agency and the Department of Economic Development
sponsored the KwaZulu-Natal Pavilion for six local exhibitors. There were three
other companies from KwaZulu-Natal which also participated, namely GUD Filters,
PFK Electronics and C & J Services.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal hosted many local and international delegates
at a cocktail event held at the KwaZulu-Natal Pavilion, which provided an opportunity
for all the KwaZulu-Natal exhibitors to network with key role-players in the industry.
Here, guests were informed about the KwaZulu-Natal exhibitors, their core markets
and business interests.

It was also a great platform to congratulate PFK Electronics for obtaining the
'Silver Award' in the 'Innovation Award 2009' category, as well as acknowledging
Adept Airmotive’s  outstanding achievement for being the 'Global Winner' of the
'Global Inventor of the year award'.

Date Exhibition

Conclusion

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is becoming
a popular link between members of the exporting
public and government in that, due to the “hands-
on” service the organisation provides and its

positive attitude in obtaining information and
getting things done, the organisation is able to
assist the local export community with their
various queries.

151
ATTENDEES AT THE NEW
EXPORTER AND BEYOND
TRAINING COURSE

“Providing the opportunities
for ski l ls training and
know ledge  t r ans fe r ”
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Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is responsible
for providing support to the organisation's other
departments in order that they may achieve their
objectives by having access to relevant information
and study documentation. The securing and effective
management of sound business information is of
critical importance to the organisation, operating as
it does within the globally competitive inward
investment environment. Making such information
available to interested stakeholders and prospective
investors forms the very basis for the enhancement
of KwaZulu-Natal's economic growth and
development.

7.3.1. Resource Centre

In line with one of the organisation’s strategic
objectives, namely to strengthen Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal's knowledge management capabilities
to provide an effective and efficient service, a Resource
Centre was established which will work to serve as
a central document bank for the organisation.

7.3.2. Country Targeting Strategy

In promoting KwaZulu-Natal as a premier investment
destination and a leader in trade, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal has been particularly mindful of the
need for a Country Targeting Strategy, so maximising
available resources. In addition, the organisation took
a strategic decision to focus on Africa in terms of the
organisation’s trade promotion.

During the year under review, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal spearheaded its Country Targeting
Strategy, which was approved by the Board during
a strategic planning session. The strategy sets out
to assist the organisation to improve its investor and
local export market targeting ability.

The Country Targeting Strategy is a tool which Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal will use to identify countries
to target for trade and investment. The tool will help the
organisation to use a logical and deliberate framework
to target investors and markets throughout the world.

The criteria used for the identification of countries to
target involved the following factors:
• Trade agreements, including existing national and

provincial Memoranda of Understanding;
• Foreign Direct Investment flows, inward and

outward;
• Trade trends, imports and exports;
• Sector/product - country matrix;
• Emerging versus established markets;
• Growth/niche sectors;
• Market intelligence from Department of Trade and

Industry/Department of Foreign Affairs  representatives
based in South African Embassies abroad;

• International Trade Centre Investment Map; and
• The Department of Trade and Industry trade

country targeting model.

The top list of countries identified is indicated in the
table below:

Brazil

China

India

UAE

USA

Germany

China

India

Korea Republic

USA

Resource-based Sectors Exhibition

UK

Japan

India

UAE

USA

Nigeria

Ghana

Kenya

UAE

Namibia

Angola

Uganda

Services Export Promotion

Knowledge Management7.3
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7.3.3. Sector Analysis

The organisation recognises that a keen understanding

of the key business sectors in KwaZulu-Natal and in

South Africa is an imperative and remains central to

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's ability to deliver

on its mandate. In view of this, the organisation works

closely with the Industrial and Sector Development

Division of KwaZulu-Natal's Department of Economic

Development, the Department of Trade and Industry

and other relevant institutions, including research

houses.

During the year under review, Trade & Investment

KwaZulu-Natal collaborated with the Department of

Economic Development in order to develop sector

strategies for priority sectors in this province. This

was aimed at further developing Trade & Investment

KwaZulu-Natal's capacity to articulate the strategies

for various sectors in the province and to align

investment promotion with provincial strategies. The

following sector strategies were developed:

• Chemicals and plastics;

• Rail, transport and logistics;

• Services;

• Capital equipment, metals, minerals and

beneficiation;

• Timber, forestry and wood; and

• Automotive.

In addition to the listed sector strategies, Trade &

Investment KwaZulu-Natal had previously conducted

sector studies within a number of areas, including:

• Business Process Outsourcing - medical transcripts;

• Ship-building and repairs;

• Clothing and textiles (update); and

• Automotive components.

7.3.4. Project Development

The organisation utilises a multi-faceted approach to

its development of new projects. This involves

collaboration with commercial and industrial research

entities, government departments, project financiers

and the private sector.

Key projects presently under development include:

• Production of Green Tea at Ntingwe Tea Estate
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal and the Ithala

Development Finance Corporation Limited undertook

an initiative to resuscitate the Ntingwe Tea Estate,

centering on the conversion of a portion of the tea

produced on the estate into green tea. This eventuality

was made possible as a result of a partnership

entered into with a Japanese company specialising

in the production of green tea.

• Production of Starch from Cassava
Cassava is an inexpensive source of starch and

the process of extraction is relatively

unsophisticated. Other business opportunities for

the usage of cassava, as fodder and industrial

raw material, exist in both the domestic and export

markets. The target area for such a project is the

Makhathini Development area.

Ntingwe Tea Estate was primarily resuscitated by the introduction of the production of green tea.
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Knowledge Management
(continued)

• Production of Bio-fuels from Bamboo
Bamboo is a short rotation fast-growing tree yielding
high-quality bio-diesel. Bio-fuels are targeted at
international markets and as a possible clean fuel
for ships. A total of 8 000 hectares is required to
provide sufficient feedstock for the operation of a
bio-diesel plant on an annual basis.

• Pre-feasibility Study - Titanium mining in
Maphumulo
This study looked to establish the commercial viability
of Titanium deposits in the Maphumulo area. The
study is expected to be completed during the 2009/10
financial year.

• Production of Rapid Walls and Plaster Boards
from Gypsum
Every day thousands of tons of Gypsum (CaSO4) is
generated by the fertilizer industry during the treatment
of acid mine drainage and through the activities of
many other industries. Although regarded as an
environmental pollutant, Gypsum may be effectively
utilised in the manufacture of plaster boards, high-
value Gypsum tiles and rapid walls.

• Diamond Hub
A position paper pertaining to the possibility of
establishing a diamond processing hub in KwaZulu-

Natal was completed. The paper identified
opportunities in jewellery retaining and manufacturing.

7.3.5. Information Technology Management

Information is the lifeblood of any organisation.
Damaged or lost data can cause disruptions in normal
business activities leading to financial losses, law
suits and the like. Information systems, which
comprise hardware, software, data, applications,
communication and people, help an organisation to
better manage and secure its critical corporate,
customer and employee data. Information systems
also improve integration and work processes...the
benefits go on and on.

To better manage its financial resources Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal has implemented the SAP
Business One application. The Disaster Recovery
Plan was also formulated and is currently in the
implementation stage.

Gypsum is effectively used in the manufacture of rapid walls.
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The organisation’s Marketing and Communications
Department is responsible for branding and positioning
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal through the
execution of a range of initiatives designed to create
widespread awareness of the organisation, its role
and its activities within the broad business
environment, locally and internationally.

In essence, the department strives to provide the
organisation with the necessary marketing tools to
consistently and effectively promote KwaZulu-Natal
as the business destination of choice and Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal as the key player in driving
the business of trade and investment in the province.

Much time and effort has been expended in ensuring
the continued entrenchment of the Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal brand within both the public and
private sector throughout the province, the country
and specifically targeted parts of the world, including
Africa, demonstrating the brand offering and eliciting
an effective response from the domestic and
international business community.

7.4.1. Communications

Effective and consistent corporate communication
is considered by the organisation to be an absolute
imperative.

The organisation recognises that global competition
is extremely stiff and that the business environment
in which it is active is hotly contested by a large
number of world-class agencies. Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal has succeeded in securing a share of
the market, but acknowledges that in order to maintain
- and grow - such a share requires a continuous and
aggressive communications strategy.

Accordingly, the organisation employs a variety of
communications tools as a means of maintaining a
high public profile. Indeed, during the past financial
year Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal successfully
achieved positive media exposure regarding its
promotional work on behalf of the province in no
fewer than 95 domestic and national publications.

In addition, the organisation actively ensured that its
website was continuously updated with news and
events, ensuring that all the latest business
developments within Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal and, importantly, the province were
comprehensively detailed for the benefit of visitors
to the website. During the year under review, the
organisation’s website attracted 30 908 hits from
visitors interested in or seeking information about the
organisation and the business destination it represents.
Serious business enquiries generated through the
website totalled 1 488 and were channelled to the
relevant departments within the organisation for
follow-up.

During the same period a total of four issues of the
organisation’s newsletter, Emnothweni, were published
and provided to the organisation’s database of
stakeholders for their interest and information. In this
regard, extremely positive feedback was received
from readers who complimented the organisation for
the relevance of the content published.

7.4.2. Stakeholder Engagement and Events

Closely aligned to the organisation’s utilisation of
available communication media-types, are stakeholder
engagements and events interventions. Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal believes implicitly in the
need for inter-personal interaction as a critical
communications tool in the business of Foreign Direct
Investment and export trade promotion.

The organisation has identified and made effective
use of an array of information-sharing platforms in a
concerted effort to inform, educate and convince
influential stakeholders active in a number of public
and private sector roles as regards this province's
competitive advantages, business opportunities and
business advancement training activities.

Marketing and Communications7.4
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May 2008

May 2008

June 2008

June 2008

June 2008

July 2008

July 2008

July 2008

July 2008

July 2008

August 2008

Tax Seminar for Small, Medium
and Micro Enterprises

Presentation of packaged projects
- Durban

Presentation of packaged projects
- Pietermaritzburg

Presentation of packaged projects
- Ugu

Marketing Exchange

Premier's Chinese Breakfast
Seminar

Business Process Outsourcing/
Call Centre Conference

Durban KwaZulu-Natal Boat
Show

Transnet Presentation

KwaZulu-Natal Cabinet's Economic
Integrated Project Launch

Mining Dinner, in partnership with
the Department of Minerals and
Energy

EventDate

Educational seminar for small businesses on
latest tax-related issues

Business community in Durban and surrounds

Business community in Pietermaritzburg and
surrounds

Business community in Ugu and Sisonke
Districts

To foster collaboration between Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal and organisations
and like-minded businesses eg. International
Convention Centre Inkosi Albert Luthuli ICC
Complex Durban, Tourism KwaZulu-Natal, KZN
Growth Fund, the Province and eThekwini
Municipality

Established linkages between Chinese and
KwaZulu-Natal businesses

Promote opportunities in the Business Process
Outsourcing and Information Communication
Technology sectors

Highlighted business opportunities for
enterprises interested in the maritime sector, eg.
boat-building and repairs

Internal information sharing session for Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal staff to understand
the role of activities within the port

KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government
Departments and Public Entities

Showcasing opportunities in the mining industry

Objective

7.4 Marketing and Communications
(continued)
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September 2008

September 2008

September 2008

September 2008

September 2008

September 2008

October 2008

November 2008

October 2008

Visit by Foreign Economic
Representatives

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal's Gauteng Office Launch

SMME Faire

Zululand Expo

Hospitality Investment Conference
Africa

Information-sharing Session with
newly appointed SA Diplomats
about to be posted to various
embassies

Iraq Capacity-Building Programme
for that country's government staff

Business Process Outsourcing
Information Seminar

Roadshows in partnership with
KPMG in Ladysmith, Newcastle
and Port Shepstone

EventDate

Create an understanding of KwaZulu-Natal so
that they may better assist the organisation in
responding to enquiries regarding the country

Create awareness of the Gauteng Office

Showcase business opportunities accessible to
SMMEs

Highlight business and trade opportunities in
the Zululand Region

Conference discussing investment opportunities
in the tourism sector in Africa

Hosting South African diplomats (new
ambassadors), providing them with information
on the province to assist in marketing of the
province

Training programme for the Iraqi Delegation
which included showcasing all the Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal departments

Presentation of Business Process Outsourcing
value proposition to Gauteng-based companies

Sharing of latest economic analysis of KwaZulu-
Natal in order to empower businesses

Objective

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is committed to
the forging of long-term business relationships with
business enterprises, government departments and
other entities which are instrumental in the
establishment of new businesses. This initiative was
started in the 2007/08 financial year and gathered

momentum during the 2008/09 financial year.

A relationship with the following organisations was
formalised mainly to ease business for KwaZulu-Natal
companies and investors.
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During the year under review, the organisation also
initiated or participated in a number of additional
stakeholder engagement events, giving effect to the
further promotion of KwaZulu-Natal and its attributes
as an investment destination and trade gateway.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal successfully
facilitated the first KwaZulu-Natal Business Summit
in November 2008 attended by 280 delegates. The
opening plenary session was addressed by the former
MEC for Finance and Economic Development, Dr
Zweli Mkhize, and academics from Stellenbosch
University and the University of KwaZulu-Natal, who
discussed both South African and global economic
developments. The plenary session was followed by

two parallel sector sessions with industry experts
addressing the maritime and automotive industries.
In addition, the organisation supported the Department
of Trade and Industry in the hosting of the 18th
Conference of African Ministers of Industry in Durban
in late October 2008.

While having successfully hosted the first South
African Trade and Investment Conference and
Exhibition in Durban in 2007, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal participated in the second such event
in Cape Town in October 2008.

In an effort to widely market and promote Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal's services and as part of

Marketing and Communications
(continued)

Regional Land Claims Commission
(RLCC)

Ingonyama Trust Board

Department of Agriculture and
Environmental Affairs

uMhlathuze Municipality

Name of Stakeholder

To collaborate in the advancement of projects which involve land
claims or post-claim settled projects

To share information jointly and resolve challenges pertaining to
land that belongs to tribal authorities and facilitate discussions
about the use of such land for economic development purposes

To improve levels of awareness between Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal and the department regarding the operational
mandates and areas of collaboration, including the environmental
impact assessment processes

To collaborate on projects located within the jurisdiction of the
Municipality

Key Objectives of the Relationship

Pictured from left is guest speaker Prof. Matthew Lester, Professor of Tax at Rhodes University and Sunday Times columnist and Zamo Gwala, CEO, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal. The first KwaZulu-Natal Business Summit was centred around discussions on economic developments, as well as issues surrounding the maritime and
automotive industries.
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a strategy to develop closer working relationships
with strategic partners, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal hosted a meeting with a number of South
Africa's major financial institutions. It was resolved
at this gathering that the organisation would engage
directly with financial institutions in order to showcase
its activities, while also facilitating critical linkages
between such institutions and project promoters
requiring finance.

During the review period, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal shared a platform with the Franchising
Association of South Africa, providing local business
participants with valuable inputs as regards the
advantages and difficulties associated with developing
franchising opportunities in this country.

On the international front, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal partnered with the Durban Investment
Promotion Agency, the Indian Consul, the Durban
Chamber of Commerce and Industry and KPMG in
hosting a critical Durban-India Business Summit. The
summit, attended by more than 200 delegates,
provided a highly effective platform for the promotion
of both Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal and,
particularly, potential investment opportunities.

7.4.3. Marketing

During the past financial year, Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal utilised a strategic and integrated
marketing approach to ensure the provision of a
uniform message to its various stakeholders.

The organisation set out to market KwaZulu-Natal as
a leader in international trade and the investment
destination of choice for discerning investors.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal regards as extremely
necessary the use of electronic communication
mediums to reach beyond the province. Accordingly,
the organisation's portal was redesigned and
appropriately branded, in line with its website, for
added online impetus. A revision of the organisation's
profile, on DVD, was also undertaken, detailing the
latest available information about the trade and
investment climate, together with key business

opportunities by sector. This electronic communication
tool was widely distributed and met with positive
feedback and interest by the business community and
other interested stakeholders. A further marketing
initiative involved the preparation and publication of
a comprehensive booklet, 'Doing Business in KwaZulu-
Natal', which was designed to provide prospective
investors with a wealth of information pertinent to the
process of investing in KwaZulu-Natal.

Given that the FIFA World Cup is to be staged in
South Africa in 2010, Trade & Investment KwaZulu-
Natal looked to maximising the promotion of trade
and investment opportunities within KwaZulu-Natal
during this period.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal also arranged, in
association with the Department of Economic
Development and the 2010 FIFA Local Organising
Committee, Investor Dinner events in Durban and
Pietermaritzburg addressed by key-note speakers
Mr Danny Jordaan, of the 2010 FIFA Local Organising
Committee, Dr Zweli Mkhize, the former MEC for
Finance and Economic Development and Dr Michael
Sutcliffe, eThekwini City Manager.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal also participated
in Soccerex, a premier exhibition held in Sandton,
sharing a KwaZulu-Natal pavilion with the KwaZulu-
Natal Provincial Government, Municipalities, Tourism
KwaZulu-Natal and Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife.

7.4.4. Other Initiatives

During the period under review, the organisation
undertook the redecoration of its Durban office
reception area and the Resource Centre to better
reflect Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal's brand-
aligned décor theme.

In addition and in view of the fact that the Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal Bill was set to be
promulgated, the organisation embarked on the task
of ensuring the registration of the Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal trademark.



Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal regards its
staff as critical to the organisation's business
success. In line with this philosophy, the Human
Resources Department's primary function is to
establish and maintain a work environment
conducive to the growth and development of
existing members of staff and the attraction and
retention of skilled and committed specialists in
a range of fields.

Importantly, the organisation has been most
successful in developing a sound staffing platform
on which to continue building through its
development and training interventions, study
policy and wellness strategy.

7.5.1. Staff Complement

The overall staff complement as at 31 March
2009 stood at 42. The focus remained one of
right-sizing to ensure that the correct structure
is in place, staffed with competently skilled
individuals to meet organisational objectives. In
an endeavour to maximise talent and stimulate
staff who might have been in the same positions
for a long time, but have potential, re-deployment
with the intention of multi-skilling became an
important strategy.

The policy of promotion from within is applied strictly
and has met with success. However, the employment
of fresh minds, where necessary, is also encouraged.
A succession planning policy was put in place in
order to address potential gaps which became
available through staff turnover.

The movement of staff within the organisation was a
focus area for the department during the review
period, the result, largely, of the need to fill vacant
positions and to give further consideration to existing
skills, strengths and the like which, in turn,
necessitated a degree of staff re-deployment.

In addition and given the prevailing poor economic
climate, the organisation identified a need to
restructure a number of its departments during the
2008/09 financial year.

7.5.2 Human Resource Development

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal recognises that in
today's highly charged and extremely competitive
business environment, human resource development
has taken on enormous importance. In addressing
this aspect, the organisation formulated a Human
Resource Development Strategy aimed at ensuring
that the organisation has the quality of people it needs
to attain its goals for improved performance and
growth. It is business-led in that it is initiated by the
strategic plans of the organisation, which define where
it is going, the resources it needs to get there, and
the levels of performance required to achieve business
goals.

The Human Resource Development Strategy is
implicitly encoded within the Human Resource
Strategy and draws aspects of importance from that
strategy. The focus areas for the year under review
were:

• Continuation of Studies Policy, which is aimed
at assisting employees with the furtherance of their
studies in order to develop their skills and
knowledge such that their duties and responsibilities
in their current occupations or succession plans
may be effectively executed. A Staff Development
Committee, comprising the Chief Executive Officer,
the Chief Financial Officer, the Chief Operations
Officer and the Human Resources Manager, was
established to evaluate staff continuation of studies
requests. Through the Continuation of Studies
Policy six people registered and are studying
through various institutions;

• The Training Plan, which is developed annually
and is informed by the identification of the skills
needs of the individuals, also seeks to enhance
individual performance. A total number of 35
people were trained during the year under review.
A total budget of R550 000 was spent on training
and development and this represents 3,4% of the
payroll, which is above the South African legislative
requirement of 1%; and

• Team Effectiveness, a number of team
effectiveness sessions were held involving the
Senior Management Team which were then
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Human Resource Development7.5
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cascaded down to all levels of the organisation. These
sessions involved an artful process whereby team
members were able to construct a shared
experiential history of the organisation and reflect
on their part in it. This organisational development
process revealed not only the gaps in people's
history of the organisation, but the different
perceptions and interpretations of that history.
The exercise was used to create staff awareness
about the importance of the roles played by each
member of the team in terms of attaining Trade
& Investment KwaZulu-Natal's business objectives.

7.5.3 Wellness Strategy

The organisation launched a Wellness Programme in
July 2008, having conducted an internal staff climate

survey the previous year. The Trade & Investment
KwaZulu-Natal Live Well Work Well total health and
well-being programme was specifically designed to
meet the needs of the organisation's members of
staff and set out to address a wide range of health
and well-being issues in an exciting, interactive and
personalised manner. The programme comprised a
number of activities including stress management,
nutrition and health assessments.

7.5.4 Performance Management

The organisation’s performance management system
continues to be a useful tool in assessing the
performance of individuals in the organisation. It also
assists in identifying skills gaps which are then fed
into the development of the training plan.
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Staff keenly participated in the year-long programme and reaped the many benefits of living a healthy lifestyle.
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The Directors acknowledge that they are required by the
Companies Act to prepare financial statements each
year, that fairly present the state of affairs, result and
cash flow for the year and that the independent auditors'
responsibility is limited to reporting on the financial
statements.

It is the responsibility of the Directors to ensure that the
organisation maintains a system of internal control
designed to provide reasonable assurance that the
organisation's assets are safeguarded against material
loss or unauthorised use and that transactions are properly
authorised and recorded. The control system includes
written accounting and control policies and procedures
and clearly drawn lines of accountability and delegation
of authority.

All employees are required to maintain the highest ethical
and integrity standards in ensuring that the organisation's
business practices are concluded in a manner which, in
all reasonable circumstances, is above reproach. The
concept of reasonable assurance recognises that the
control procedures should not exceed the expected
benefits.

The organisation maintains its internal control system
through management review. Nothing has come to the
attention of the Directors to indicate any breakdown in
the functions of these internal controls during the year,

which resulted in any material loss to the organisation.

The Annual Financial Statements have been prepared
on the going concern basis. The Board of Directors has
adopted this basis of accounting after having made
enquiries of management and given due consideration
to information presented to the Board, including budgets
and cash flow projections for the year ahead and key
assumptions and accounting policies relating thereto.
Accordingly, the Directors have no reason to believe that
the organisation will not continue as a going concern in
the year ahead.

External auditors are appointed by the Board of Directors
and their responsibility is to satisfactorily and appropriately
review and report on these financial statements. The
independent auditors have audited the Annual Financial
Statements and their report is presented on page 52.

The Annual Financial Statements set on pages 58 to 74
were approved as a draft by the Audit, Risk and
Compliance Committee on 25 May 2009 and submitted
to the Auditor-General for auditing in terms of section
55 (1) (c) of the Public Finance Management Act of 1999.
The Annual Financial Statements were subsequently
approved by the Board of Directors at a meeting held
on 29 May 2009 and are signed on its behalf by:

Statement of Responsibility by the
Board of Directors

8.2
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PH Staude
Chairperson

ZA Gwala
Chief Executive Officer
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Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is fully committed to
sound and effective corporate governance standards.
The Board is responsible for the establishment of a risk
management approach, effectiveness of the Audit, Risk
and Compliance Committee and Remuneration
Committee, as well as other corporate governance
structures.

These include management of conflict of interest, ensuring
full and timely disclosures of material matters affecting
the company, ensuring the implementation of an effective
compliance framework, the implementation of a Code
of Conduct, as well as safety, health and environmental
issues facing the institution. On the other hand,
Management is responsible and accountable to the Board
for designing, implementing and monitoring the processes
outlined above and integrating them into the day-to-day
operational activities.

To this end, appropriate governance structures were set
up to deal with these issues as set out in detail below.

Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee

The Committee comprises a minimum of three members,
including the Chairperson nominated from the members
of the Board. The Committee also reports that it has
adopted appropriate terms of reference and the Audit
Charter and has discharged its duties accordingly. The
primary functions of the Committee include reviewing
and recommending to the Board the following:
• Annual Financial Statements with both management

and external auditors prior to their approval by the
Board;

• Recommending to the Board financial policies and
procedures pertaining to the organisation;

• Effectiveness of the internal control systems;
• Review of the activities and effectiveness of the

internal audit function;
• Monitors compliance with relevant legislation and

ensures that there are appropriate internal controls
and procedures, as well as an integrated risk

management process;
• Review of the accuracy and reliability of financial

reporting and monitors the organisation’s financial
risk;

• Making recommendations to the Board on any matters
pertaining to good corporate governance; and

• Reporting on matters relating to risk and fraud
prevention.

Procurement Committee

The Committee comprised a minimum of three members,
including the Chairperson nominated from the members
of the Board. The Committee operates within approved
terms of reference. The overall objective of the Committee
is to assist the Directors to discharge their duties relating
to the procurement of goods and services with the value
of R1 000 001 and above.

However, the Committee does not relieve the Directors
of any of their responsibilities, but assists them in fulfilling
those responsibilities. The primary function of this
Committee includes reviewing and recommending to the
Board the following:
• The approval of the appointment of service provider(s)

for the procurement of goods and services;
• The review and approval of the service provider(s)

scope of work;
• To review the adequacy of corrections taken in

response to significant internal audit investigations;
• To examine the empowerment credentials of service

provider(s) as prescribed by applicable legislation;
• To ensure that proper procurement processes and

empowerment targets are achieved; and
• To ensure that the Supply Chain Policy is adhered

to.

KM Govender
Chairperson

Dr NS Msomi
Chairperson

Corporate Governance Statement8.3
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(continued)

Human Resources Committee

This report seeks to review the past year with regard to
all Human Resource activities. During the period under
review the focus centred on the implementation of
strategic objectives, as set out under the organisational
strategy.

Objectives:
• To ensure continuous improvement and excellence

in performance;
• To increase capacity by addressing areas of personal

development;
• To ensure that staffing requirements are addressed

adequately;
• To facilitate the development and implementation of

progressive policies, systems and procedures; and
• To ensure staff welfare and growth.

Performance enhancement (success factors):
• Implementation of performance development

programme;
• Formulation and implementation of a remuneration

policy, underpinned by a well-researched grading
system; and

• Facilitation of a strategic investment promotion
programme.

Staff complement
Dur ing  the  per iod  under  rev iew,  the  s ta f f
complement increased by nine, bringing the total
complement to 42, in line with Board approval and
vacancies to be filled. Four addtitional vacancies
were identified and will be filled in the ensuing year.
The idea is to ensure adequate staffing in order to
deliver on the strategy.

Skills development and training
A number of staff development programmes were initiated.

These included the Continuation of Studies Policy, as
well as other work-related training programmes.

A total of R550 000 (3,4% of the payroll) was spent on
job-related training and skills development.

Public Finance Management Act, No. 1 of 1999

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal receives 100% of its
funding from the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Government
and thus falls within the ambit of this legislation.

The objective of this Act is to ensure transparency,
accountability and sound management of the revenue,
expenditure and assets and liabilities of those institutions
to which the Public Finance Management Act applies.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal has positively
embraced the Public Finance Management Act and the
Treasury Regulations, which relate to the implementation
of the Act.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal is fully committed to
the principles contained in the Public Finance
Management Act and strives to be an organisation that
is recognised for its adherence to good corporate
governance and compliance with the Public Finance
Management Act.

J Ngcobo
Chairperson
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Number of Meetings Held/Attended
Directors
Mrs PF Lugayeni (Former Chairperson)
Mr PH Staude (Chairperson)
Mr KM Govender
Dr NS Msomi
Mr J Ngcobo
Ms L Ngcobo
Dr M Sutcliffe
Mr T Morwe
Dr J Van Zyl
Ms DC Myeni
Dr P Sokhela
Cllr AF Rehman
Cllr SB Larkan
Cllr DCP Mazibuko
Non-Board Members Serving On Audit Committee:
Ms N Jiyane
Mr S Mtshali (Resigned 31 March 2009)

  NOTE: Other Meetings:
Annual General Meeting, 17 October 2008
Strategy Working Group, 21 November 2008
Annual Strategy Review, 05 December 2008

Membership/Attendance at Board and Board Committee Meetings - 2008/09

Board
Audit

Committee

Human
Resources
Committee

Procurement
Committee Other

2
5
3
4
6
6
4
0
0
3
5
6
5
6

Number of Meetings Attended for the Period: April 2008 - March 2009

1
3

2

1
3

3

5

5

1

1
1

3

3

0
3
0
3
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
3

6 3 5 3 3

Board and Sub-committees
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Report of the Auditor-General to the KwaZulu-Natal
Provincial Legislature on the Financial Statements of
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal for the year ended
31 March 2009.

Report on the Financial Statements

Introduction
1. I have audited the accompanying Financial Statements

of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal, an association
incorporated under section 21 of the Companies Act
of South Africa, 1973 (Act No. 65 of 1973), which
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31
March 2009, the statement of comprehensive income,
the statement of changes in equity and the cash flow
statement for the year then ended, a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory
notes, and the directors' report, as set out on pages
58 to 74.

The accounting authority's responsibility for the
Financial Statements
2. The accounting authority is responsible for the

preparation and fair presentation of these Financial
Statements in accordance with South African
Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice (SA Statements of GAAP) and in the manner
required by the Companies Act of South Africa and
for such internal control as the accounting authority
determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
Financial Statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

The Auditor-General's responsibility
3. As required by section 188 of the Constitution of the

Republic of South Africa, 1996 read with section 4
of the Public Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004)
(PAA) and section 300 of the Companies Act of South
Africa, my responsibility is to express an opinion on
these Financial Statements based on my audit.

4. I conducted my audit in accordance with the
International Standards on Auditing read with General

Notice 616 of 2008, issued in Government Gazette
No. 31057 of 15 May 2008. Those standards require
that I comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the Financial Statements are free from
material misstatement.

5. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the Financial Statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor's judgement, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the Financial Statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal control relevant to the accounting
authority's preparation and fair presentation of the
Financial Statements in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of accounting estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
Financial Statements.

6. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my
audit opinion.

Opinion
7. In my opinion the Financial Statements present fairly,

in all material respects, the  financial position of Trade
& Investment KwaZulu-Natal as at 31 March 2009
and its financial performance and cash flows for the
year then ended, in accordance with the SA
Statements of GAAP and in the manner required by
the Companies Act of South Africa.

Other Matter

Without qualifying my opinion, I draw attention to the
following matter that relates to my responsibilities in the
audit of the Financial Statements:
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Key governance responsibilities
8. The Agreement of Undertaking in respect of funding

entered into between the KwaZulu-Natal Department
of Economic Development and the entity, places
certain responsibilities of the PFMA to the accounting

authority concerning financial and risk management
and internal control. Fundamental to achieving this
is the implementation of key governance
responsibilities, which I have assessed as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Clear trail of supporting documentation that is easily available and provided in a timely manner
No significant difficulties were experienced during the audit concerning delays or the availability
of requested information.

Quality of Financial Statements and related management information
The Financial Statements were not subject to any material amendments resulting from the audit.

The Annual Report was submitted for consideration prior to the tabling of the Auditor's Report.

Timeliness of Financial Statements and management information
The Annual Financial Statements were submitted for auditing as per the legislated deadlines.

Availability of key officials during audit
Key officials were available throughout the audit process.

Development and compliance with risk management, effective internal control and
governance practices
Audit Committee

• The entity had an Audit Committee in operation throughout the financial year.
• The Audit Committee operates in accordance with approved, written terms of reference.
• The Audit Committee substantially fulfilled its responsibilities for the year, as set out in

section 77 of the PFMA.

Internal audit
• The entity had an internal audit function in operation throughout the financial year.
• The internal audit function operates in terms of an approved internal audit plan.
• The internal audit function substantially fulfilled its responsibilities for the year, as set out

in section 51(1)(a)(ii) of the PFMA.

There are no significant deficiencies in the design and implementation of internal control in
respect of financial and risk management.

There are no significant deficiencies in the design and implementation of internal control in
respect of compliance with applicable laws and regulations.

No. Training Programme Yes No
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

The information systems were appropriate to facilitate the preparation of the Financial Statements.

A risk assessment was conducted on a regular basis and a risk management strategy, which
includes a fraud prevention plan, is documented and used.

Powers and duties have been assigned.

Follow-up of audit findings
The prior year audit findings have been substantially addressed.

SCOPA resolutions have been substantially implemented.

Issues relating to the reporting of performance information
The information systems were appropriate to facilitate the preparation of a performance report
that is accurate and complete.

Adequate control processes and procedures are designed and implemented to ensure the
accuracy and completeness of reported performance information.

A strategic plan was prepared and approved for the financial year under review for purposes
of monitoring the performance in relation to the budget and delivery by the entity against its
mandate, predetermined objectives, outputs, indicators and targets.

There is a functioning performance management system and performance bonuses are only
paid after proper assessment and approval by those charged with governance.

No. Training Programme Yes No

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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9. The accounting authority has substantially
implemented its key governance responsibilities.
However, weaknesses with respect to the ongoing
monitoring and supervision to enable effective internal
control over financial reporting and performance
information need to be addressed.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

Report on performance information
10. I have reviewed the performance information as set

out on page 54.

The accounting authority's responsibility for the
performance information
11. The accounting authority has additional responsibilities

as required by section 55(2)(a) of the PFMA to ensure
that the Annual Report and audited Financial
Statements fairly present the performance against
predetermined objectives of the entity.

The Auditor-General's responsibility
12. I conducted my engagement in accordance with

section 13 of the PAA read with General Notice 616
of 2008, issued in Government Gazette No. 31057
of 15 May 2008.

13. In terms of the foregoing my engagement included
performing procedures of a review nature to obtain
sufficient appropriate evidence about the performance

information and related systems, processes and
procedures. The procedures selected depend on the
auditor's judgement.

14. I believe that the evidence I have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for the findings
reported below.

Findings on Performance Information

Non-compliance with regulatory requirements
Lack of effective, efficient and transparent systems and
internal controls regarding performance management.

15. The accounting authority did not ensure that the entity
has and maintains an effective, efficient and
transparent system and internal controls regarding
performance management, which describe and
represent how the entity's processes of performance
planning, monitoring, measurement, review and
reporting will be conducted, organised and managed,
as required in terms of section 51(1)(a)(i) of the PFMA.

Appreciation

16. The assistance rendered by the staff of Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal during the audit is sincerely
appreciated.

Auditor-General
Pietermaritzburg

30 July 2009
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Report of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee of
the Board in terms of Treasury Regulations 27.1 of the
Public Finance Management Act, of 1999.

The Committee is pleased to present a report on activities
during the financial year ended 31 March 2009.

Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee members
and attendance

The Committee consists of members listed hereunder
and meets at least three times per annum as per its
approved terms of reference. During the year under
review three meetings were held.

Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee members:
Name
KM Govender (Chairperson)
Dr NS Msomi
Cllr SB Larkan
Ms N Jiyane (Appointed - April 2008)
Mr S Mtshali (Appointed - April 2008)
              (Resigned - March 2009)

Audit Committee Responsibility
The Committee reports that it has complied with
responsibilities arising from section 51 (a) of the Public
Finance Management Act of 1999 and Treasury
Regulations 27.1. The Committee reports that it has
adopted appropriate terms of reference as its Audit
Committee Charter, has regulated its affairs in compliance
with this Charter and has discharged all its responsibilities
as contained therein.

The effectiveness of the internal control systems
During the year under review an internal audit was
conducted, reviewing the effectiveness of internal controls
and procedures. To this end, the Committee has, during
the past year, reviewed the following:
• The adequacy, reliability and accuracy of financial

information provided;
• The Annual Report and Financial Statements;

• The effectiveness of the internal controls of the
institution;

• The external auditors report, including issues arising
out of the external audit; and

• Make recommendations on issues arising out of the
internal audit.

KwaZulu-Natal Internal Auditors were appointed to provide
the services of the Internal Auditors. The year-end
procedures and the audit plan were presented to the
Committee for approval.

Evaluation of the Annual Financial Statements
The Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee has:
• Reviewed and discussed the audited Annual Financial

Statements to be included in the Annual Report with
external auditors;

• Reviewed the Auditor-General’s management letter
and management’s responses thereto;

• Reviewed changes in accounting policies; and
• Reviewed significant adjustments resulting from the

audit.

Following our review of the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2009, we are of the opinion
that, in all material respects, they comply with the relevant
provisions of the South African Statement of Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice and that they fairly present
the result of the operations, cash flow and financial
position of the organisation.

Signed on behalf of the Audit, Risk and Compliance
Committee

KM Govender
Chairperson
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The Directors submit this report to the members in terms
of section 299 of the Companies Act, No. 61 of 1973.

Nature of business
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal, which is registered
as a company under Section 21 of the Companies Act
1973, as amended, is a non-profit, voluntary association
or body of a public character, with the following as its
main business:
• To identify, develop and package investment

opportunities in KwaZulu-Natal;
• To provide a professional and comprehensive service

to current and prospective investors;
• To ensure easy access to investment opportunities

and sustained aftercare;
• To brand and market provincial investment

opportunities; and
• To retain and expand trade and export activities, and

to link opportunities to the developmental needs of
our people through strategic partnerships.

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal assists the Province
of KwaZulu-Natal to become a leading foreign investment
destination and the country's premier regional investment
locality, and to ensure that the range, quality and capacity
of locally produced export goods and services are
internationally competitive. Furthermore, to attract long-
term investment and encourage exports in order that the

province may enjoy economic growth and prosperity,
provide jobs and meet the development needs of its
people.

Review of financial position and results
The results of the company's operations during the year,
and the state of its affairs under review are set out in the
attached Financial Statements and notes thereto.

Subsequent events
No material fact or circumstance has occurred between
the accounting date and the date of this report.

Going concern
The Financial Statements have been prepared on the
basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern.

This basis presumes that funds will be available to finance
future operations and that the realisation of assets and
settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and
commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.

The ability of the company to continue as a going concern
is dependent on a number of factors.

The most significant of these is that the Directors continue
to procure funding from the Department of Economic
Development - KwaZulu-Natal.

PH Staude
Chairperson

DCP Mazibuko
Deputy Chairperson

Report of the Directors8.6
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Assets

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets

Current assets
Accounts receivable
Cash and cash equivalents

Total assets

Equity and liabilities

Accumulated funds

Non-current liabilities
Long-term liabilities

Current liabilities
Accounts payable 
Provisions
Current portion of finance lease liability
Transfer to Treasury

Total equity and liabilities

as at 31 March 2009

Notes 2009

R

2008

R

1 694 020
1 251 409

442 611

3 667 138
766 596

2 900 542

5 361 158

780 987

207 131

4 373 040
3 114 694
1 163 923

94 423
 -

5 361 158

1 919 912
1 481 265

438 647

1 538 094
33 964

1 504 130

3 458 006

279 150

297 342

2 881 514
1 387 149
1 410 375

83 990
 -

3 458 006

5
 6

7
16

8

11
12

8
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Notes 2009

R

2008

R

Income

Grant received from KwaZulu-Natal Government
Other income
Investment income

Total income

Finance costs

Total expenditure

Surplus before transfer to Treasury

Transfer back to Treasury

Surplus for the year

42 000 000
 129 400
 423 227

42 552 627

  (11 840)

(42 038 950)

501 837

 -

501 837

40 670 000
 2 794 295

 373 898

43 838 193

 (17 479)

(43 768 075)

52 639

 -

52 639

2
3
4

for the year ended 31 March 2009
Statement of Comprehensive Income8.8
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Balance at 1 April 2007

Surplus for the year

Balance at 31 March 2008

Surplus for the year

Balance at 31 March 2009

for the year ended 31 March 2009

Accumulated
funds for
specific
projects

Total

R

-

-

-

-

-

226 511

52 639

279 150

501 837

780 987

Notes Accumulated
funds

R

226 511

52 639

279 150

501 837

780 987
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8.10

Notes 2009

R

2008

R

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from donations and grants
Cash paid to suppliers and employees

Cash utilised in operations
Interest received
Interest paid

Cash flow from investing activities
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of computer software
Proceeds from sale of assets

Cash flow from financing activities
Increase in finance lease liability
Transfer back to Treasury

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 

2 303 965
41 396 768
(39 504 190)

1 892 578
423 227
 (11 840)

 (827 774)
 (404 047)
 (423 727)

0

 (79 777)
 (79 777)

0

1 396 412
 1 504 130
 2 900 542

 (2 265 387)
43 426 761

 (46 048 568)

 (2 621 806)
 373 898
 (17 479)

 (1 210 129)
 (949 276)
 (412 935)
 152 082

 82 574
 82 574

0

 (3 392 942)
 4 897 072
 1 504 130

16.1

16.2
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1. Accounting policies note

The Annual Financial Statements have been prepared
on the historical cost concept, in conformity with South
African Statement of Generally Acceptable Accounting
Practice and incorporate the following principal accounting
policies, which are consistent with those used in the
previous years:

1.1 Currency
These Financial Statements are presented in South
African Rand since this is the currency in which the
majority of entity’s transactions are dominated.

1.2 Revenue
Grants and donations are brought into account on physical
receipts. In cases where project expenditure is incurred
prior to the receipts, income equivalent to the expenses
incurred is brought into account where receipts of such
income are assured beyond reasonable doubt.

1.3 Foreign currencies
Transactions other than the institution’s report currency
(Rand) are initially recorded at the rate of exchange ruling
on the date of the transaction. Gains and losses arising
from the settlement of such transactions are recognised
in the income statement.

Monetary assets and liabilities dominated in foreign
currencies are translated at the rates of exchange ruling
on the balance sheet to date.

Unrealised differences on monetary assets and liabilities
are recognised in the income statement in the period in
which they occurred.

1.4 Retirement benefits
The institution operates a defined contribution plan, the
assets of which are generally held in separate trustee-
administered funds. The plans are generally funded by
payments from the institution. Payment to the contribution
retirement benefit plans are charged to the income

statement in the year to which they relate. The company
contributes 8,5% towards employees’ pension benefits.

1.5 Taxation
The company's operations are financed by funds derived
from Government Grants. In terms of the Directive issued
by the South African Revenue Services, the receipt and
accruals of the institution are exempted from Income
Tax.

1.6 Interest
Interest is recognised on a time proportion basis.

1.7 Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are stated at original cost
less depreciation provided on the straight-line basis.
Depreciation has been provided on the straight-line basis,
at the following annual rates, which are considered
appropriate to write down costs over the useful lives of
assets: 

Furniture, fittings and other equipment 20,00%
Office equipment 20,00%

The useful lives of fully depreciated assets were reviewed
and determined as zero.

1.7(a) Change in estimate
There has been a change in estimate on the useful lives
of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets.
The changes are as follows:

  2009    2008
Furniture and fittings 20,00%  16,67%
Office equipment 20,00%  16,67%
Intangible assets 50,00%  33,33%

1.8 Intangible assets
Expenditure on trade mark and patents is recognised as
an expense in the year in which it is incurred.
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Intangible assets recognised by the entity are for software
purchases. Depreciation has been provided on the
straight-line basis at 50,00%.

1.9 Financial instruments
Financial instruments recognised on the balance sheet
include cash and cash equivalents, investments, accounts
receivable and accounts payable.

1.10 Provisions
Provisions are recognised where the organisation has a
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a
past event, a reliable estimate of the obligation can be
made and it is probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required to settle
the obligation.

1.11 Government grants
Government grants are recognised when it is probable
that future economic benefits will flow to the institution
and these benefits can be measured reliably. The grant
is recognised to the extent that there are no further
obligations arising from the receipt of the grant.

1.12 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, short-
term investments with financial institutions and the
amounts deposited with financial institutions as part of
the institution’s current account.

1.13 Related party
The institution, in the ordinary course of business, enters
into transactions with related parties.

These occur under terms and conditions that are no
more favourable to those entered into with third parties
in arms length transactions. 

1.14 Finance lease agreements
Finance leases are capitalised as property, plant and
equipment at the cash equivalent cost and a
corresponding finance lease liability is raised. The cost
is the lower of the fair value of the asset or the present
value of the minimum lease payment at inception of the
lease.

1.15 Operating lease agreement
Leases under which the lessor effectively retains the
significant risk and rewards of ownership of the leased
assets, are classified as operating leases.

Rentals are payable under operating leases and are
charged to income on a straight-line basis over the term
of relevant lease.
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2009

R

2008

R

2. Gross revenue
Revenue comprises mainly grants and transfers from the Department of Economic Development - KwaZulu-Natal.

3. Other income
Other income

4. Surplus/(Deficit) for the year
The surplus/(deficit) for the year is stated after taking the
following items into account:

Income 
Interest income 

Expenses 
Auditors' remuneration 
 - Audit fees
Depreciation 
 - Computer equipment
 - Furniture and fixtures
 - Office equipment
 - Computer software

Operating lease rentals
Loss on disposal of assets

Movement in provision 
 - Leave pay

Staff costs
 - Salaries and wages 
 - Performance bonus
 - Workmen's compensation

129 400

 423 227

 277 922
 1 042 160

 341 387
 101 993
 179 016
 419 764

 2 678 231
 11 507

 (246 452)

 17 571 557
 16 662 957

 908 600
 -

2 794 295

 373 898

 403 515
 506 215
 199 701
 151 323

 96 400
 58 791

 2 548 553
 41 246

 478 935

 15 681 092
 14 909 140

 688 316
 83 636
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5. Property, plant and equipment

2009
Computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment

2008
Computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment

The carrying amount of plant and equipment can be reconciled as follows:

Accumulated
Depreciation

R

Carrying
Value

R

(1 518 982)
(141 830)
(469 204)

(2 130 016)

 (1 198 764)
 (92 383)

 (290 188)
 (1 581 335)

361 137
422 704
 467 568

1 251 409

526 559
 424 403
530 303

1 481 265

Cost

R

1 880 119
 564 534
 936 772

 3 381 425

 1 725 323
 516 786
 820 491

 3 062 600

Depreciation

R

Carrying
Value at End

of Year

R

Disposal

R

 Additions

R

Carrying Value
at Beginning

of Year

R

2009
Computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment

2008
Computer equipment
Furniture and fixtures
Office equipment

526 559
 424 403
 530 303

 1 481 265

357 271
 345 751
 469 717

 1 172 739

185 473
 100 294
 118 280
 404 047

 382 871
 378 831
 187 576
 949 278

 (9 508)

 (1 999)
 (11 507)

 (13 882)
 (148 856)

 (30 590)
 (193 328)

(341 387)
(101 993)
(179 016)
(622 396)

 (199 701)
 (151 323)

 (96 400)
 (447 424)

 361 137
 422 704
 467 568

 1 251 409

 526 559
 424 403
 530 303

 1 481 265

Assets in the form of office equipment to the book value of R289 697 (2008: R419 275) have been encumbered via a
lease liability as disclosed in Note 8.
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6. Intangible assets

2009
Computer software

2008
Computer software

The carrying amount of intangible assets can be reconciled as follows:

Accumulated
Depreciation

R

Carrying
Value

R

(478 554)

 (86 029)

 442 611

 438 647

Cost

R

921 165

524 676

Depreciation

R

Carrying
Value at End

of Year

R

Disposal

R

 Additions

R

Carrying Value
at Beginning

of Year

R

2009
Computer software

2008
Computer software

 6(a) Effect of the change in estimate

 438 647

 84 503

 423 727

 412 935

 -

 -

(419 764)

 (58 791)

 442 611

 438 647

Furniture and fittings (increase in depreciation)
Office equipment (increase in depreciation)
Intangible assets (increase in depreciation)

7. Accounts receivable
Prepayments
Interest receivables
Other receivables
Deposits

Current

R

Prospective

R

16 982
29 327

131 905

735 310
 15 231

9 605
6 450

766 596

422 704
 467 568
 442 611

23 156
-
-

10 808
33 964



Total lease liability
Less: current portion payable within one year
Long-term portion of liability

Reconciliation between the total minimum lease payments and their present value:
Minimum lease payments
Finance cost
Present value

Present value of future minimum lease payments payable over the following periods:
Up to 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years

9. Operating leases

Future minimum lease payments
The total future minimum lease payments are payable over the following periods:
Up to 1 year
1 to 5 years
More than 5 years

10. Finance costs
Interest expense - finance lease liability
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8. Interest bearing borrowings - finance leases
The company has finance leases for its office equipment obtained from VP Corporate and
Konica Minolta. The office equipment with a net book value of R289 697
(2008: R419 275) are held as security for the finance leases (Note 5) with interest rates
ranging from 10% to 15%.

 301 554
(94 423)

 207 131

 313 394
(11 840)

 301 554

94 423
207 131

 -
301 554

381 332
(83 990)

297 342

407 232
(25 900)

381 332

83 990
 297 342

 -
 381 332

 2009

R

 2008

R

The company leases offices from Rowmoor Investments 567 (Pty) Ltd over a period of 4
years and 11 months in terms of an operating lease agreement commencing 1 August
2007. The lessee has the option to renew the lease after the expiration of the initial period.
The monthly rental sum shall escalate at a rate of 9% calculated per annum compounded
on each anniversary date of the commencement date during the period of the lease.

2 638 103
 5 935 733

 -
 8 573 836

 11 840

 2 652 952
 8 843 175

 -
11 496 127

 17 479
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11. Accounts payable
Reclassified outstanding cheques
Accounts payable
Accruals

12. Leave provision
Opening balance
Movement during the year
Closing balance

 1 637 290
 556 747
 920 657

3 114 694

 1 410 375
 (246 452)

1 163 923

437 594
-

 949 555
 1 387 149

 931 440
 478 935

 1 410 375

 2009

R

 2008

R

13. Directors' emoluments
Non-Executive Directors
Mrs PF Lugayeni (Former Chairperson)
Mr PH Staude (Chairperson)
Cllr DCP Mazibuko (Deputy Chairperson)
Mr KM Govender
Dr NS Msomi
Mr J Ngcobo
Cllr AF Rehman
Cllr SB Larkan
Ms DC Myeni
Ms L Ngcobo
Dr P Sokhela
Dr J Van Zyl
Dr M Sutcliffe
Mr S Mtshali
Ms N Jiyane
Mr T Morwe

 Allowances
and Travel

R

 Total Fees

R

608
 1 153

 15 461
 -
 -

 10 561
 39 359
 10 536

 5 844
3 941
 1 624

 -
 -

 172
 134

 -
 89 395

 48 108
 65 653
  52 492

18 000
 61 500
 75 561

 114 359
 38 536
 13 844
40 438
 21 624

 -
 -

 11 172
 3 134

 -
 564 422

 Directors’
Fees

R

47 500
64 500
37 031
18 000
61 500
65 000
75 000
28 000

8 000
36 496
20 000

 -
 -

11 000
3 000

 -
 475 027
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13. Directors' emoluments (continued)
Executive Directors
ZA Gwala - Chief Executive Officer
BP Sithole - Chief Financial Officer
JSG Naidoo - Chief Operations Officer
JSG Naidoo - Chief Operations Officer - April Salary
L Nyamande - Chief Financial Officer

No Directors waived their rights to remuneration during the year and no contingent liability in relation thereto exists.

An amount of R88 040 was paid to JSG Naidoo being the equivalent of his April 2009 salary as approved by the Human
Resources Committee held on the 26th of January 2009.

Dr M Sutcliffe is a Government employee and did not receive any fees during the year.

Mr T Morwe and Dr J Van Zyl were unable to attend any of the meetings.

14. Taxation
No provision has been made for the 2009 tax year as the organisation is not liable for taxation.

15. Related party transactions
The following related party transactions were incurred during the year:

15.1 The Department of Economic Development is the sole shareholder of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal

 Performance
Bonus

R

 Total Fees

R

 96 932
 40 676
 75 918

-
 -

 1 390 289
351 723

 1 107 528
88 040

 138 462

 Back Pay

R

 -
 -
 -
-
 -

 Salary

R

1 293 357
311 047

 1 031 610
-

138 462

Grants received

Income
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

Expenditure is in respect of the workstream strategy of public entities and the Department
of Economic Development

2009

R

2008

R

 42 000 000

 52 600
 52 600

 -

40 670 000

 -
 -
 -
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15. Related party transactions (continued)
15.2 KZN Growth Fund is fully controlled by the Department of Economic
        Development and is a strategic partner of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal
Income
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

Expenditure is in respect of the workstream strategy of public entities and the Department
of Economic Development and payment on behalf of KZN Growth Fund for a course in
finance model.

15.3 Ithala Development Finance Corporation - fully controlled by the Department of
        Economic Development and is a strategic partner of Trade & Investment
        KwaZulu-Natal
Income - Trade and Investment Conference
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

Expenditure is in respect of the workstream strategy of public entities and the Department
of Economic Development.

15.4 Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry - the CEO of Trade &
Investment KwaZulu-Natal is a member of the Board of Directors of this entity

Income - Trade and Investment Conference
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

Expenditure is in respect of Tradepoint South Africa Durban and sponsorship of a
Gala Dinner.

15.5 KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority - the CEO of Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal
is a member of the Board of Directors of this entity

Income - Trade and Investment Conference
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

Expenditure is in respect of a tourism sector study.

 89 800
 89 800

 -

 2009

R

 2008

R

52 600
 52 600

 -

-
 325 000

-

-
75 000

 -

720 563
 -
 -

157 500
-
 -

2 052
811 080

-

-
103 305

75 000
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15. Related party transactions (continued)
15.6 eThekwini Municipality - the City Manager is a member of the Board of

Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal

Income - Trade and Investment Conference
Expenditure
Balances as at year end

The expense is in respect of the payment that was made on behalf of DIPA for a course
in finance model.

15.7 Transactions with key management personnel are disclosed in Note 13 to the
Annual Financial Statements

16. Notes to the Cash Flow Statement
16.1 Reconciliation of deficit/surplus for the year to cash utilised in operations
Surplus for the year

Adjusted for:
Items separately disclosed on the face of the Cash Flow Statement
Interest received
Interest paid

Items not involving the flow of cash and cash equivalents
Depreciation
Loss on sale of assets
Provisions made
Accruals

Operating surplus before working capital changes

Adjusted for working capital changes:
(Increase)/decrease in accounts receivable
(Decrease)/increase in accounts payable
(Decrease)/increase in provisions
(Decrease)/increase in transfer to Treasury
Cash utilised in operations

18 600
18 600

 -

 -
 -
 -

 2009

R

 2008

R

501 837

(423 227)
 11 840

 1 042 160
 11 507

 -
 -

1 144 117

(732 632)
1 727 545
(246 452)

 -
1 892 578

 52 639

 (373 898)
17 479

 506 214
 41 246

 -
 -

243 680

74 137
 (3 237 086)

478 935
 (181 472)

 (2 621 806)



16. Notes to the Cash Flow Statement (continued)
16.2 Cash and cash equivalents
For the purpose of the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents comprise cash
at bank and on hand and deposits held on call at banks:
Petty cash
Deposits on call with banks
Current account

Included in the above is an amount of R354 260 that has been pledged as rent deposit

17. Contingent liability

Rental guarantee
The company has guaranteed a rental deposit to the maximum value of R354 268 in favour
of Rowmoor Investment (Pty) Ltd. The company has not defaulted on its rental payment
as at year end.

Surplus funds
The entity had a surplus of R501 837 at the end of the year. Repayment is conditional
upon the decision from the Provincial Treasury.

18. Commitments

The company has the following commitments at year end 
Travel
Telephone
Compensation Commissioner
Total  

Notes to the Annual Financial Statements8.11
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for the year ended 31 March 2009 (continued)

2 000
458 449

 2 440 093
 2 900 542

2 000
506 000
 996 131

1 504 131

 2009

R

 2008

R

85 199
2 885

90 000
 178 084

 394 408
 -
 -

 394 408
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19. Financial instrument
The company's exposure to interest rate risk on financial
instrument on the balance sheet date:

31 March 2009
Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total

Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Finance lease liability

31 March 2008
Assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total

Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Finance lease liability

1 to 5
Years

TotalEffective
Interest Rate

1 Year
or Less

 766 596
2 900 542
3 667 138

 3 114 694
 301 555

 3 416 249

10 808
 1 504 130
1 514 938

1 387 149
 381 332

1 768 481

 766 596
2 900 542
3 667 138

 3 114 694
 94 423

 3 209 117

10 808
 1 504 130
1 514 938

1 387 149
83 990

1 471 139

 -
 -
-

 -
 207 132
 207 132

 -
 -
-

-
 297 342
297 342
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for the year ended 31 March 2009 (continued)

Credit risk
Exposure to credit risk is minimal, due to the nature of the organisation. The items indicated under trade and other
receivables refer to rental deposits for the Durban and Gauteng offices. The cash and cash equivalents are deposits which
are placed with high credit financial institutions. The deposits comprise grants received from the Department of Economic
Development and these are deposited as drawdowns every quarter.

Liquidity risk
The entity's exposure to liquidity risk is very minimal, as it is 100% funded by the Department of Economic Development.
The yearly budgets are approved at the beginning of each fiscal year and drawdowns are requested at the beginning of
each quarter. Cash flows are monitored monthly against budgets and adjustments are made where necessary. Risk
management assessments are conducted bi-annually to assist with identifying any possible cash flow, liquidity or other
risks.

20. Employee benefits
For the financial year ending 31 March 2009
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal made the following contribution to employees:

 760 993
 117 860
 117 679
 996 532

 545 744
 98 323
 91 327

 735 394

 2009

R

 2008

R

Pension contribution
Group life and disability
Other
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Accommodation, meetings and domestic travel
Advertising, events and promotions
Aftercare facilitation
Audit fees
Bank charges
BEE financial assistance
Board expenses
Cell phones
Cleaning and garden services
Computer services
Consultancy fees
Consumables
Depreciation
Electricity and water
Entertainment
Exhibitions, export development and export platform
Insurance
Interest paid
Inward missions
Johannesburg International Trade Bureau
Leave costs
Legal costs
Loss on sale of assets
Office relocation
Outgoing missions and international travel
Performance bonus
Postage
Printing and stationery
Publications and media
Rent
Repairs and maintenance
Salaries, wages and recruitment costs
Security services
SMME seminars

 1 098 044
 2 921 964

 15 685
 403 515

 40 582
 509 489
 664 468
 187 575

 66 155
 213 776

 2 144 690
 158 993
 506 214

 84 596
 121 199

 1 382 892
 131 228

 17 479
 236 786
 208 403
 478 935

 77 970
 41 246

 171 225
 3 800 573

 688 316
 71 441

 117 138
 208 788

 2 548 553
 49 167

 14 909 141
 135 259

 -

 2 532 555
 3 269 307

 78 788
 277 922

 33 113
 628 033
 564 422
 613 885
 104 924
 326 592
 819 535
 203 087

 1 042 160
 192 931
 139 415

 1 460 467
 167 134

 11 840
 96 789
 92 625

 (246 452)
 53 485
 11 507

 -
 3 900 432

 908 600
 109 673
 166 763
 765 804

 2 678 232
 306 291

 16 662 956
 220 331
 207 211

 2009

R

 2008

R

for the year ended 31 March 2009

Schedule of Programme 1
Expenditure - Annexure 1

9
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 174 847
 651 194
 442 094
 298 897
 377 598
 221 685
 300 000
 701 695
 142 911
 339 512

 -
42 050 790

 -

42 050 790

 133 726
 -

 352 704
 320 746
 399 198

 6 834 851
 727 479
 274 205
 247 525

 -
 83 635

43 785 554

 -

43 785 554

 2009

R

 2008

R

Sponsorships
Strategy development
Subscriptions
Subsistence and travel
Telephone and faxes
Trade and investment conference
Tradepoint
Training
Website upgrade and maintenance
Wellness programme
Workmen's compensation

Grant repayment

for the year ended 31 March 2009 (continued)

Schedule of Programme 1 Expenditure - Annexure 1
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